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Testosterone is one of the most crucial hormones in the male body. As you will learn
throughout this guide, it is the key to losing fat, building muscle and enjoying a strong sex
drive and powerful, rock-hard erections.

All of those are good things, of course, but it gets better. Increasing your T levels will
also:
•

Make you less likely to suffer from a heart attack or stroke

•

Help to lower and regulate your blood pressure

•

Reduce your risk of becoming obese

•

If you're overweight, higher T levels will help you
lose weight naturally more quickly and easily

On the other hand, when your Testosterone level is
low, you'll feel lethargic. Your cognitive functions
(ability to think quickly and clearly) will crash.

You'll also experience:
•

Weight gain

•

General aches and pains

•

A dramatically reduced libido/difficulty getting
and maintaining an erection

•

Reduced stamina (both sexually and non sexually)

The first question then, is what is considered a
"normal" level of testosterone? Science has a firm
answer to that question:
The normal range of testosterone in men is 270 to
1070 ng/dL, with an average of 679 ng/dL. The
optimal band within this range is 400-600 ng/ dL.
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Testosterone levels tend to peak at around age twenty. If you're over 30 years of age, you
can expect to see roughly a 1% drop per year in your T levels, on average.
Fortunately, if your testosterone is low, the problem can easily be fixed quickly and easily.
For the last three generations the amount of testosterone in men has been plummeting
across all of Western civilization.
More and more men are discovering this problem. You are not alone. One of the biggest
problems is in our water supply. 50 years ago when they first developed "the pill" for
women, they had no idea what it would do to the men in our society.
One of the main components of this pill is estrogen and the more women taking the pills
in your area, the more estrogen that is leaked into the water table. Current water
filtration technology does not effectively remove estrogen from a water supply.
This, of course, is just one cause amongst many for the plummeting T levels amongst men
in our society. You've already taken the first, and most important step on the path to
recovering and rebuilding your testosterone.
As your T levels drop, you tend to become more passive. You simply respond to live,
rather than taking charge and living it. The fact that you've purchased this program,
proves that it's not too late.
You are no longer passive; you've taken action to change the course of your destiny. You
purchase this course and that is a sign you want to get your life back.
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If you follow the course and stick with this training, you can regain the source of your
masculine power. You can push your testosterone level through the roof and feel like a
teenager again.
You don't need to get testosterone injections to regain that power, however. In fact, doing
so can have a raft of side effects that will complicate your life. This is why we prefer a
safer, all natural approach to increasing your T levels.
As you will discover in this guide, the three most common causes of low testosterone are
bad diet, lack of exercise and lack of sleep. We are going to introduce you to some
testosterone boosting techniques that take as little as two minutes to give you a twenty
percent bump.
There are more than twenty different ways to raise your testosterone levels in this
guide. You will not need to implement all twenty of these. Throughout your
testosterone-boosting journey, you will discover that some of the methods work better for
you than others.
That's perfectly normal, so don't be discouraged. What it really means is that there are
some things you're already doing that are good for your T levels!
If your diet is already rock solid, for example, then the diet boosts won't make much of a
difference for you.
That's why we have included a variety of techniques across all three of the major
categories mentioned above. We'll find your testosterone weakness and turn it into a
strength.
The best way to read this guide is to read it once, all the way through, as soon as you get
it. You should be able to read everything in less than a few days.
Once you have read all the information you can decide which order you want to start
boosting. You know yourself better than me. Start with the boosters that really hit home
for you.
If you recognize the challenges from our sections on sleeping, then taking action to
correct your sleeping pattern will give you a massive result in a very short amount of
time.
If you are one of those guys who hasn't eaten a vegetable since he turned eighteen, then
the sections on diet are going to fix you right up.
This is a journey. Please keep your goal in the forefront of you the entire time. We want
to bring back massive testosterone levels, so you can think, exercise, and make love like a
teenager again. It's time to recapture the essence of your masculine power.
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Several times in my life, I've struggled with erectile dysfunction. It is a hard thing to
admit, even though 40% of men over the age of 40 about with this problem. It's reaching
the point where it's nearly an epidemic, so don't for one second think that your loan with
your struggle.
Whether you're overweight, feeling lethargic, or underperforming in bed, a low
testosterone level is often the culprit. While struggling with erectile dysfunction several
problems came together to form the perfect storm.
I was feeling fatter than I ever had before my life; this led me to have performance
anxiety. When you feel ugly, the last thing you want to do is get naked in front of a
beautiful woman.
I was terrified my wife would find me lacking. She never said anything out loud, but this
fear kept growing and growing and growing. At the same time, it took me longer and
longer to get an erection. When I was 15 years old, you could drop a penny and shout to
me "get an erection" and I would have one before the penny at the ground.
As I got deeper into my 40s, my wife would have time to
go to the grocery store while I was building my erection.
I started to lose faith in my sexuality.
The third problem I started to face was simply a lack of
enthusiasm for sex. I couldn't last as long; I didn't
enjoyit as much, and started to turn into more of a
chore. This lack of desire started to combine with my
lack of self-confidence and made it even more difficult
to maintain an erection. It was an unholy trinity that
nearly destroyed my sexuality.
The problem with low testosterone is that it is insidious. You don't even realize you have a
problem until it is too late. I had no idea that all of my problems could be traced back to
the same root cause.
The good thing about where you are right now, is that you found the root cause for your
problems and you can fix it quickly and easily. I'm very excited for you because I know
that within the next week or two you are going to experience massive change in your life
and I'm happy to show you the way.
Throughout this course, I'm going to share with you my journey, and how I turned my sex
life around. Now I feel like a God in the bedroom, and you can feel exactly the same
way. If you're excited to get started, just turn the page.
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What is Testosterone?
Testosterone is often called the master male hormone. It is the hormone behind all of the
things that make us truly male. It is the driving force behind our sexuality, strength, and
raw masculinity.
Testosterone starts to change us as early as the seventh week in the womb. That first,
massive infusion of testosterone inthe womb is what causes the male fetus to start to
develop male sexual organs.
After birth, the body continues to develop and release testosterone. Once puberty starts,
the amount of testosterone in your bloodstream spikes. This is the time when your body
begins to become much more masculine.
Your body starts to grow hair in crazy places,
you start to get erections all the time, and your
body begins to build muscle. The simple fact is,
the higher your T levels, the easier it is for you
to build muscle, lose fat, and have powerful
enduring erections.
When your T levels are low, it can cause a
variety of physical, psychological, and
metabolic problems.
Extensive scientific studies show that when your
T levels are low, you have an increased risk of
coronary disease, high body fat, diabetes, and
will experience a general decrease in cognitive
function.
In short then, low T can make you sick and
degrade your ability to think, which makes it
more difficult to fix the problem. That's why it's
so insidious. It can often take years for men to
notice, diagnose, and fix it.
There other side effects of low testosterone that are not as dire, but to the man
experiencing them they can be just as traumatic. These other effects include such things
as:
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•
•
•
•
•

Decreased interest in sex
Lower fertility
Lower bone density
Impotence

•
•
•
•

Disappearing body hair
Shrinking testicles
Depression
Moodiness

Loss of muscle mass

Of course, who wouldn't be moody if they were experiencing all of these horrible
symptoms?
As we get older, the amount of testosterone that our bodies produce naturally declines. A
slow decline is natural (about 1% per year for men over thirty is considered normal), but
over the past several decades the amount of testosterone men product has decreased
dramatically.
There are many causes for this, including the amount of pesticides we dump into our food
supply, the dangerous chemicals that can be found in the public water supply, and the
transition in our society from physical work to sitting behind a desk all day.
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The cultural and societal causes of our massive drop in testosterone don't really matter
though, do they? What really matters is recognizing the problem and taking action to fix
it.
In this guide we are going to help you bring your testosterone levels that you haven't seen
in years or perhaps even decades again. Very soon you will be feeling just like a teenager
again.
When you are in bed with a woman, testosterone is what gives you the power to last
longer and pump harder. It's the hormone in your blood that allows you to knock her socks
off. If you have been feeling lacking in the bedroom lately, a low testosterone level might
just be the culprit.
Testosterone is specifically tied to belly flatness. A higher level in your blood stream will
help you develop and maintain that flat stomach you have always desired.As our
testosterone levels drop and we allow more estrogen to creep into our bloodstreams, that
six-pack you had in college can quickly turn into a beer belly.
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The Endocrine System is comprised primarily of the liver, adrenals, thyroid and pituitary
gland. This system ishugely important in terms of your testosterone levels, and
understanding how the Endocrine System fits into the bigger picture is vital.
The Endocrine System is driven by hormones. Hormones are the chemicals in your body
that tell different organs what to do.
They are the messenger system that goes between the head office and the workers out in
the field.lf that messaging system is disrupted, then the workers don't know what to do.
So they start burning the wrong fuels.
Hormones tell your body how to respond to the food that you eat. If you alter the way
that you eat you can take control of your hormones. That's the power of understanding
what to put into your body.

Endocrine

system

Hypothalamus
Pituitary gland

Pineal gland
------- Thyroid and
parathyroid
glands
Thymus ----,
~ pancreas

Ovary ----......
(in female)

- - - Adrenal
glands
; - - Placenta

Testicle
(in male)
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Before we get too deep into metabolism and diet, it's important to understand the
relationship between metabolism and testosterone.
Low testosterone is associated with low metabolism. Conversely, high testosterone you
have a high metabolism. Speed up your metabolism and you will raise your testosterone
level.
One of the biggest factors in weight gain and
retention is stress. Our bodies were evolved
and designed for an environment that
existed thousands of years ago.
When we had to walk up to twenty miles a
day, foraging and hunting to survive. Food
supplies were never guaranteed.
Your body is trained to respond to the
stresses of the world by going into a
hibernation mode. That means slowing down
your metabolism.
Your body burns cooler and tries to save and
store every single drop of energy it can. This
process begins by storing all fuel as fat. That
is your body's long-term energy storage
solution.
When your body goes into this hibernation
mode, it slows down the production of
testosterone and locks up more of your free
testosterone in your fat.
When your body has a lot of free testosterone floating in your bloodstream, it burns hotter
and you melt away the fat. The trick then, is to convince your body that it's not
hibernation time. Testosterone is a hormone and part of the endocrine system. That means
it is a chemical your body uses to send signals to other parts of your body. It is a
messenger.
Whenever you describe a part of your body as a "gland" there is a very good chance that
it is a part of your endocrine system. The pituitary gland, thyroid gland, and parathyroid
glands are all a part of the endocrine system.So are the pancreas, gonads and your
adrenal glands.
Testosterone is a powerful messenger in this system, but there are other messengers that
are just as important. There is the estrogen messenger that sends nearly the opposite
signal to testosterone. If testosterone is the natural male hormone, then estrogen is the
natural female hormone.
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Testosterone is the hormone of action. It tells your body to burn fat, build muscle, give
you energy, and fuel your powerful erections. When your endocrine system is running
properly, it constantly produces all the testosterone you need, even as you age.
You don't want to make the mistake of looking at testosterone in isolation. It is part of a
system. If we just pump more testosterone into the system without paying attention to
the other parts, we risk damaging that system.
Later on we will cover testosterone shots, supplements, gels and patches. These are a
common solution to low testosterone, but unfortunately they ignore the rest of the
system and risk certain side effects for that very reason.
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I want to clearly define metabolism and exactly how it works. A deep understanding of
this process is key to firing up your testosterone.
Once you understand how the system works you can then modify your foods, following our
diet plan, to speed up your metabolism, stop the storage of excess fat, and raise your
testosterone to levels you haven't experienced since high school. Get ready for the sex
drive and enthusiasm of a teenager!
Your metabolism is, at the root, a series of chemical reactions that convert fuel into
power. Different chemical reactions convert different fuels into power.
The totality of all of these reactions is called your metabolism. There are tens of
thousands of metabolic reactions happing in your body simultaneously. This is a continual
process. It is how we keep our bodies healthy and operating.

There are two types of chemical processes that make up metabolism - catabolism and
anabolism. Catabolism is when your body breaks down foods into simpler forms that can
then be used by your body for energy.
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Your body breaks down carbohydrates, fats and proteins into usable forms of fuel. This
fuel is then used in anabolism. This process does release waste products where are
processed and removed from your body by your skin, lungs, kidneys and intestines.
Anabolism is where your body uses these building
blocks of energy for the multitude of actions that
your body is constantly performing to stay alive.
Growing new cells, contracting muscles, and
storing energy for future use are all anabolic
processes.
These two processes are controlled by your
endocrine system. The hormones you release
into your bloodstream tell your cells which
process to focus on. They tell every cell in
your body what kind of fuel to burn and
what kind of fuel to stockpile.
Your metabolism is a constant process.
Your body is perpetually burning energy.
When you take control of this process you can determine
how many calories a day you burn and which fuel your
body melts away.
There are three main factors that determine how
much fuel you burn up during the day. These three key
factors are your basal metabolic rate (BMR), energy
burned during physical activity and the thermic effect of
food. Let's break down how important each of these
processes is and the overall influence it has over your
metabolism.
Fifty to eighty percent of the energy you burn every day
is just from being alive. Just the act of living burns far
more energy and calories than any workout. The higher
your testosterone levels, the more fuel your body is
constantly burning. The amount of energy you burn
daily is mostly controlled by your lean muscle mass, so
anything you do that lowers the amount of muscle you
have will lower your testosterone level and start a
downward spiral.
That is why diet is so crucial. If you put things into your
body that cause it to start burning off muscle instead
of fat, it starts a downward trend.
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About twenty percent of the energy you burn on a daily basis comes from moving around
and exercise. That's why doing massive amounts of exercise only has a small effect. If
your BMR is incorrect or there is a hormone imbalance, exercise simply doesn't have
enough influence to correct that.
The final element of your metabolic process is the thermic effect of food. Anything you
put into your body, you have to digest and break down into usable elements. Eating food
burns calories. That's why diets that involve starving yourself don't work. You burn fewer
calories when you don't eat because digestion isn't happening.
Different foods take different amounts of energy to break them down. Fats can raise your
BMR by as much as four percent. Carbohydrates are a little better at six percent. The big
winner is proteins. Breaking down proteins can raise your BMR by as much as thirty
percent! That's why a diet low in carbs and high in proteins is so great for melting away
excess fat.
When you take control of your metabolism you can turn it from your greatest enemy into
your staunchest ally. Understanding this process is the first step toward rebuilding your
body's testosterone.
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Estrogen is basically the opposite of testosterone, but they are not enemies. They have a
symbiotic relationship and perform very important functions in your physiology. If you look
at the chemical structures of testosterone and estrogen you will notice that they are very
similar. Yet they each cause very unique effects within the body.
Testosterone affects nearly every single cell in your entire body, from improving muscle
mass and bone density to strengthening your heart, your brain and even your blood
vessels.
Estrogen is actually made from testosterone. When free testosterone floating in your
bloodstream combines with aromatase, it turns into estrogen. As we grow older, our male
bodies decrease the amount of testosterone they produce, while converting more of that
free testosterone into estrogen.
Estrogen is formed in the liver, your muscles, your brain, and most importantly for us in
fat cells. And that is where the challenge of obesity, low testosterone, and erectile
dysfunction intersect.

methyl group
oxidation

CH 3

O-- H
aromatase

•

o
testosterone

estrogen

When you are overweight, your body has more fat cells locking up testosterone and
producing more estrogen; which all work together to decrease your erections. That is why
courses, strategies, and tactics for raising testosterone are very similar to trainings about
losing excess fat.
The more overweight you are, the lower your testosterone and the higher your estrogen
will be.
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Research into testosterone is ongoing, but every study conducted confirms that
testosterone is amazing for your body. Some of the latest findings include the fact that
high levels of testosterone help to:

Control your blood
sugar levels

Contributes to overall
good health

Improves your sense of
well-being

In addition to that, recent studies have shown that low testosterone and high estrogen
correlate with diabetes, high rates of depression, and even heart attacks.
One of the most dangerous killers of men in our society is prostate cancer. For years,
testosterone has been blamed as being the cause of this cancer, but new research is
showing that it is actually high estrogen that puts men at risk for this insidious killer.
You do not want to remove all estrogen from your body. You simply want to make a
healthy balance between these two key hormones, but you want testosterone to be
dominant.
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Hormones are the mailmen of your body. They are chemicals that one organ makes to tell
other organs what to do. We have already discussed the different organs that make up
your endocrine system in our overview.
That's kind of the big picture. It's time to look at each individual chemical and understand
its important in fat burning, because the more fat we burn, the more free testosterone
we can unlock.
When you have excess fat on your body, it traps testosterone. We want to unlock this
powerful male signal and put it back to work in our bodies!

INSULIN
Maintaining normal insulin levels is key to
long-term weight loss. Carbohydrates and
sugars are highly fattening because of
their effect on insulin level and their
ability to create insulin resistance.
Insulin resistance is one of the few
technical terms you want to remember.
Extensive studies have shown that insulin
resistance leads to lower levels of
testosterone.
Insulin regulates metabolism, hormone, and
blood sugar levels. High insulin levels can
cause estrogen dominance, and inhibit
satisfaction sensations, all of which make
weight loss difficult.
Reducing sugar intake and adopting a low-glycemic
food plan can regulate insulin levels and keep your
body from storing fuel as fat. Carbohydrates are
largely unnecessary in our diet and should be
consumed minimally. Consume clean proteins and
slow-burning carbs from plants to optimize insulin
and prevent problems with your thyroid and
cortisol.
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Modern man is especially vulnerable to sugar addiction. Like any addiction, those addicted
to sugar must eat an increasing amount of the substance to trigger the same pleasurable
dopamine reaction needed to feel normal.
How often do you eat something that you know is terrible for your body when you feel
stressed out? Do you ever grab some snack food or eat at a fast food joint because it
makes you feel a little sleepy and relaxed? That's a sugar addiction releasing pleasure
when your body gets a "fix."
Overeating certain foods causes your body to become resistant to insulin and slows
metabolism. Insulin resistance means that your body hears the insulin signal so much that
it starts to ignore it.
Instead of treating insulin like an important message, your body starts to treat it like an
unwelcome telemarketer. Basically, your body stops processing sugar correctly. Eventually
this can even lead to diabetes.
To avoid all of this you want to consume clean proteins like crustaceans, seafood, beans,
and small amounts of nuts and seeds. Choose slow-burning carbs, which come from plants
and don't raise your insulin, and healthy fats to lower your insulin levels to normal. Aim
for 20 - 49 grams of net carbs (total carbs minus fiber content) per day.
In a similar vein, you want to eat only slow-burning
carbohydrates like yams and quinoa, which do not raise your
insulin.
Your body can store and process glucose more
efficiently if you exercise every day, even if
you just take little five or ten minute walks
through the day.
Try to reduce sugar and sugar substitutes in
your diet to no more than 15 grams per day.
Reading labels carefully is essential, as sugar
can hide in unlikely foods and alcohol is pretty
much pure sugar.
Think about that coffee you drink to start you day; how
much sugar do you pour into it? If you get anything from
Starbucks, there is probably more sugar than coffee in that
cup. Caramel is just melted sugar; so don't pretend that it is
a superior alternative.
We often only think of insulin as something that people with diabetes have to think about.
That is a dangerous way of thinking. You can have insulin problems long before you
become diabetic. Don't wait until the danger sings start flashing to take action.
The danger is if you have too much insulin. That can lead to a cascade effect and actually
give out diabetes. That's how many adults develop this disease.
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Insulin is a regulator. It controls the ratio of metabolism hormones to sugars in the blood.
Insulin is very susceptible to carbohydrates and sugars. They can cause insulin problems if
you consume too much.
When your insulin is too high it creates too much estrogen. It also messes up your body's
ability to tell you when it's full. That's one of the reasons that people who eat a lot of
sugar always feel hungry.
If you just stick to a basic, healthy eating plan, you won't have to worry about insulin
levels. As long as you don't put garbage into your body and stick to real foods then you
will be fine. Just avoiding sugar will keep your insulin levels in balance.
Sugar addiction is way more prevalent in our society than most people realize. Sugar can
cause a spike of pleasure in your brain. This was one of my wife's biggest challenges.
The reason it is called sugar addiction is because you need more and more sugar to
achieve that same initial good feeling. You need an increasing amount of sugar to trigger
the dopamine release in your brain. Dopamine is the chemical that makes you feel good.

To summarize:
'IHI'

Overeating causes your body to become resistant to insulin

'IHI'

This slows down your metabolism and causes more weight gain, spiking estrogen and
killing off your testosterone.

'IHI'

One of the key ways to maintain insulin levels is with daily exercise.

'IHI'

Most other hormones can be completely controlled by diet, but insulin also reacts to
exercise.

'IHI'

The less sugar you eat, the better your body will feel.

'IHI'

If you want something sweet in your diet, you can enjoy sweet potatoes or pumpkin,
as these are both great foods that have a nice natural sweetness.

'IHI'

Insulin resistance leads to lower testosterone levels.

ESTROGEN
This is often thought of as the most female of all the hormones; that men have
testosterone and women have estrogen. But there's a lot more to this crucial hormone
than that.
Estrogen is very good for you, but like many things you don't want too much of a good
thing. That's when things start to go very wrong. Too much estrogen is a big problem for
many men suffering from erectile dysfunction. It slows down metabolism and leads to a
host of medical problems.
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Food that has been processed is often high in estrogen, as is the public drinking water in
many cities. You want to pay attention to what you are putting into your body.
When it comes to meat, you really want to get organic or locally farmed. Then meat is
industrially farmed it is pumped full of steroids and organic pollutants and fed genetically
modified grains that we don't want in your body. All of that causes you to have way too
much estrogen in your system.
Too much estrogen causes obesity, diabetes, metabolic problems and digestive problems.
It can also be a cause of certain types of cancer and cause mood problems. We simply
want your body to have a healthy amount of estrogen in it to avoid all of this.
Removing meat from you diet, even for just
a short, twenty-one-day period, can reset
your estrogen levels. After a two or
three-week meat-free diet, you just want to
be very conscious of where your meat is
coming from. Most of us go shopping and
just grab the cheapest meat. Sure we save
money but sometimes it costs us a price in
health.
You always want meat that was grass-fed.
Those big food conglomerates like to recycle
in the most horrible way imaginable.
Do you remember Mad Cow Disease? That
came about because they were feeding the
brains of sick sheep to cows. I would go mad
too! Cows are supposed to only eat plants,
so of course shoving cheap brains and other
refuse into their diets caused major
problems.

You want to pay attention to what you eat and what your food ate before it became your
food. Grass-fed meat helps your body create testosterone. Cheaper meat help your body
create estrogen. It's that simple.

LEPTIN
Leptin is a very important hormone. Its main job is to tell you when you have had enough
to eat. When you eat too much, your body makes leptin and sends the hormone to your
brain. This is the signal that tells you it's time to stop eating.
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When you overeat you produce too much leptin. This is like your body shouting the
message to your brain. Your brain then covers its ears because the noise is too loud. It
shuts down the leptin receptors. It stops receiving that particular signal.
Leptin has a simple inverse relationship with testosterone. When leptin is high,
testosterone is low. When leptin is low, testosterone levels come back up. So we want to
do everything we can to minimize excess leptin production.
Too much fructose and lack of sleep are the main leptin disruptors. We'll talk about sleep
in a later section, so here let's focus on fructose. Anything that ends in -ose is a type of
sugar. Fructose is the sugar that comes from fruit, so fruit + -ose creates the word
fructose.

You might be thinking that you don't eat that much fruit, so you shouldn't be having
leptin issues. But therein lies the rub. In our country we have developed high fructose
corn syrup. Think of is as the worst pseudo-food ever invented.
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It's cheap, it tastes sweet and even though it's basically poison it has been inserted into
every level of our food chain. Most sodas no longer contain sugar anymore; they now all
use high fructose corn syrup.
Fructose is sugar that's naturally found in fruit, but it's also added to many processed
foods to sweeten and preserve them in the form of high-fructose corn syrup. The ideal
amount of fructose is 20 grams or less per day.
When you consume more than this, your body can't process it quickly enough and it turns
into triglycerides, which are stored as fat. Unfortunately, Americans are eating are more
fruit and high-fructose fruit than we used to, which leads to insulin resistance and an out
of control appetite.
When you're overweight, your body produces excess leptin and your brain,
unable to handle to load, shuts down leptin receptors. The result is that
you never feel full because of leptin resistance - your body ignoring the
leptin signal.
Too much fructose, a disrupted circadian rhythm, and sleep debt all
contribute to leptin resistance. Leptin resistance can negatively affect your
immune system, fertility, reproductive system, and cause joint pain.
Simply, clearing fructose from your system will reset your hunger switch so
that you will feel full more easily.

To summarize:
'I HI'

High leptin leads to low testosterone.

'I HI'

Removing fructose from your body will reset your leptin "hunger switch."

'I HI'

You will regain the ability to feel fully again and more easily control your overeating.

'I HI'

This will allow your body to more naturally control how much food you consume.

'I HI'

Do not put high-fructose corn syrup in your body.
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CORTISOL
Cortisol is the hormone that regulates fat storage. The more cortisol you have in your
bloodstream, the more fat your body will store. Cortisol plays a major role in the
breakdown to testosterone. Basically, when you have a lot of stress, cortisol gobbles up
your testosterone.
The main cause of high cortisol levels is caffeine. If you drink coffee every day, especially
the coffee from major chains, then you will experience a slower metabolism and weight
gain. Those fancy coffee drinks are filled with sugar, cream and caramel. They are filled
with all the foods that slow down your metabolism and lock up testosterone in fat.

CORTISOL

H

o
That caffeine also causes fluctuations in blood sugar levels and decreases how much blood
actually makes it to your brain. When your blood sugar is going crazy, that's a stress on
your body. It pushes your body into fat storage mode.
The third side effect in this unholy triumvirate is insomnia. There is a strong correlation
between caffeine consumption and sleeping difficulties.
If you have trouble sleeping that leads to weight gain. Your body considers it a stress and
reacts accordingly. Getting enough sleep is a key to regulating your metabolism. Adequate
sleep helps you melt off the pounds.
We want to break these cycles of stress, overeating and insomnia. All three of them cause
you to store fat rather than burn it. Breaking that cycle will turn your body back into a
testosterone fueled monster.
Caffeine sets up the conditions for more cortisol production in your body. The more
caffeine you consume the more cortisol is generated, which leads to more fat storage.
That false energy high that caffeine gives you is accompanied by your body burning less
energy, so you actually lower your energy level in the long term. The next day you need a
little more coffee to get the same feeling. That's how one cup of coffee a day turns into
two and then three and then ten.
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Even if you are maintaining a steady coffee intake, and you are drinking the same amount
today as you did twenty years ago, the problem is actually getting worse. As you get older
your liver has more and more trouble breaking down the toxins in coffee, so the same
amount of coffee leads to more and more cortisol over time.
There are a lot of drinks with caffeine in them that you need to remove from your diet
including tea, coffee, sodas and especially energy drinks. Nobody ever reads the sides of
those energy drink cans. The warning labels are terrifying.
The reason we think we need caffeine is to wake up in the morning and to stay awake at
night. It's a response to feeling like we don't have enough energy. When we ingest the
caffeine, it tells our body to go into hibernation mode, which results in less energy
production.
Bottom line: The more caffeine we drink the less real energy we have. That's why people
who drink a lot of coffee wake up like zombies. They can't talk to people until they have
had their first cup of coffee. That's because they have destroyed the energy burning
capacity of their metabolism.
There are plenty of other hot drinks you can enjoy, such as herbal teas to get you through
the day. The truth is that you should only be drinking water. Our bodies have not adapted
to the ability to drink calories, because drinking calories has only existed for a very short
part of human history. Our bodies are designed to run on pure water. Anything else is
inferior and only gums up the works.
Alcohol is another cortisol culprit. It raises cortisol levels and causes problems with how
your body handles stress. And of course alcohol is a toxin so it puts a ton of extra work in
your liver. It's a dehydrator, so your body doesn't have enough water. And when you do
break it down, alcohol is pure sugar. So it all turns into fat.

To summarize:
'I HI'

Cortisol is the stress hormone - more stress means more cortisol.

'I HI'

Caffeine is one of the most common causes of high cortisol.

'I HI'

Caffeine also affects your sleep cycle negatively.

'I HI'

Cortisol breaks down testosterone.

'I HI'

Cut back on the caffeine to bring testosterone back into your life.
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FAT BURNING HORMONES
If you want to dig into the science a little deeper, here is a more extensive list of the
hormones that playa major role in your metabolism and production of testosterone.
LEPTIN

Tells body to eat less and burn more calories
(too fat = leptin resistance and your brain ignores this
signal because it hears it too much) - antioxidant-rich
berries and green and red vegetables. Try eating one cup of
vegetables before 10 a.m. each day.
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Enhances your muscle's ability to use carbohydrates for
energy, boosts your metabolism, increase the rate in which
your body breaks down fat, and curbs your appetite monounsaturated fats (olives, avocados, etc.).
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INSULIN

Can inhibit the breakdown and burning of stored fat (when
you have too much) / eating carbs releases insulin - get
most of your carbohydrates from vegetables and some
fruit. Limit grains and starches to smaller portions directly
after exercise / whole grain fiber instead of processed.
GLUCAGON

Responsible for breaking down stored carbohydrates and
fats and releasing them so your body can use them for
energy - salmon is a great food to consider adding to your
diet, because it will help your body produce more of this.
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CHOLECYSTOKININ (CCK)

Released from the cells in your intestines whenever you eat
protein or fat / communicates with your nervous system to
flip the satiety switch while simultaneously working with
your stomach to slow the rate of digestion (makes you feel
full longer) - add more nuts to your diet to help balance
CCK levels.
EPINEPHRINE

OH
Fight or flight hormone / drives the burning of fat and its
release for energy in the body.

HO
HO

GROWTH HORMONE (HGH)

Interacts with fat cells and coaxes them to break down and
burn stored fat for energy.

o

OH

CORTISOL

The stress hormone / gives you a burst of energy for
emergency / on for too long makes you crave high sugar
foods - load up on folate-rich lentils, asparagus, and
spinach.

IRISIN

Recently discovered / makes white fat act like brown fat
and burn calories instead of store them / released during
exercise.
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Do you Moisturize?
These days there is more and more pressure on men to be pretty. Beards are out, and
moisturizing is in. All of this pressure to be pretty can have dangerous side effects. One of
the most common ingredients in skin creams and moisturizers is estrogen.
They put estrogen in so many products because it is so powerful. It just works.
Unfortunately, that smooth skin comes at a price. Plummeting testosterone and
widespread erectile dysfunction.
These days, every single label lists a whole series of possible terrifying consequences so
we just stop reading them. When you open a bottle of aspirin a giant scroll falls out with
about five hundred possible side effects. Who wants to read that?

But you need to start being more fastidious. Pay close attention to what you actually put
into your body. The things we put on our skin can be downright terrifying.
I recently became more interested in how we relate to the sun. I remember growing up
and the sun was good for you and then bad for you. Back and forth over and over in the
news, so I got curious.
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The ingredients in sunscreen are simply horrifying. They have really long technical names,
so that at first you just kind of ignore them. So one day I started looking up each of these
ingredients online. If you get any of them into a cut, your eyes or your mouth you will
probably die. It's so crazy what people do.
I meet all these people who like to Botox like it's the cutest thing in the world. They
don't even know that Botox stands for Botulism Toxin. That's a pair of words that most of
humanity used to be terrified of. But now we just use enough to tighten the skin, but not
shut down your entire respiratory system.
I'm not saying that you have to live in fear of being poisoned, but you do have to be more
responsible with your life. Pay attention to the chemicals that you put on or into your
body. I know reading the label is annoying, but you only have to do it once per product.
Here is one final thought about this. Let's say your wife likes to moisturize her hands so
they are nice and silky when she gives you a hand job. That silkiness might be chock full
of estrogen which is now getting into your penis through direct contact. That's not a good
thing!
Take responsibility for your penis because he is your best friend. A little awareness can go
a very long way towards curing erectile dysfunction.
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DEALING WITH FAT
We've talked quite a bit about fat and losing weight, but I want to really dial in why this
is so important. You might be thinking, "I bought a book about getting my testosterone
level back up, I don't want to lose weight!"
I understand that feeling, but sometimes we have to do things we don't want to, in order
to get those results we really desire. There are a few reasons that excess fat is so bad for
you.
The first is that fat locks up free testosterone. There are two types of testosterone in your
body. Free and locked up. The free testosterone is floating around in your blood stream
and is active. The locked up testosterone is trapped in fat cells and isn't actually doing
anything great for your body. It can't carry messages around because it is trapped.
There is an enzyme in fat cells that turns testosterone into estrogen. This is called
aromatase, and all men should hate this enzyme. All estrogen is made from pieces of
testosterone. The more fat you have, the more testosterone your body breaks up.
Remember that testosterone levels among men have been plummeting for the past one
hundred years. During that same time obesity has been skyrocketing. As one goes down,
the other goes up.
There is a dangerous cycle between estrogen and fat cells. The fat cells pump out
estrogen, which tells your body to make even more fat cells. It is a cycle that we want to
actively fight against. If we allow our bodies to slide into obesity, our testosterone will
disappear and soon our erections will also slide off into oblivion.
It's easy to say that you want to get your testosterone levels back up but that you don't
want to have to lose any weight. Unfortunately fat has a tendency to lock up all your free
testosterone.
You may find that you keep using our boosting techniques and you feel good for a little
while, but then the results disappear. You can keep making more testosterone, but if your
body fat is locking it up or even worse turning it into estrogen, you can end up making
your problem worse instead of better.
I know that it's tough being overweight. I had to make a big change in my life and start
losing massive amounts of weight. It's a bit of work but your energy goes through the roof.
Just unlocking all that testosterone will make you feel like a new man again. I was so fat
that walking up a flight of stairs left me huffing and puffing. I hadn't run in years. If there
was a fire, I really wasn't sure I could escape the house.
Those are horrible and unnecessary feelings that come from a lack of testosterone in your
body. We are going to go through a whole host of testosterone boosting techniques and
only some of them have to do with diet and exercise. I just want to remind you that as
you lose weight your quality of life will change dramatically. I know mine has.
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AS WE GET OLDER
There is this idea that our levels of testosterone drop off dramatically as we get older.
This is an unfortunate modern reality, but it wasn't the case one hundred years ago. With
so much estrogen in our water supply, of course our bodies are acting crazy. Our
production should drop a few percentage points, as we get older.
If you are experiencing a massive drop or a dramatic change in your life, then most likely
your testosterone levels are plummeting, rather than lowering naturally. The ravages of
time are a complete misconception. You can stay strong and healthy until deep into your
seventies.
Many people now look old in their forties. When you are overweight, you lock most of your
free testosterone up in all that fat. That is why a younger fat man often looks decades
older than he actually is.
The more time you spend taking care of
your body, the more time your body can
spend taking care of you. The first
revelation you need from this book is that
you can change the course you are on.
You don't have to let your body wear away
early. You don't have to send yourself to an
early, unhealthy grave. You don't have to
be sick all the time.
All of those things that we accept as
normal now would have shocked men a
century ago. Our fathers had much higher
testosterone levels than us and their
fathers were even higher. Low testosterone
isn't natural. We can take actions to
reverse the course our bodies are on.
The last thing you want to do is blame your
body weakening and slowing down on "just
getting older" when perhaps it is as simple
as a vitamin deficiency leading to low
testosterone.
We have all seen the weight lifters in their seventies and eighties that still have the power
to impress in the gym. Maybe they aren't defying how we should age, but actually doing it
right.
Don't give up on yourself too soon and don't let other people affect your thought process.
You might tell someone that you want to get your sex drive back and then have to listen to
them tell you that you are just getting old. Don't listen to naysayers. I never do!
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You are in charge of your destiny, and you can stay young and healthy easily into your
seventies. With a little work you can last even longer.
We want to break the cycle of constantly having to go to the doctor and take more and
more pills. Every single boosting technique in this guide will improve your overall health
and well-being, on top of giving you the testosterone boost you need to have those classic
"teenage years" raging erections.

ANDROPAUSE
The decrease in testosterone over time is called andropause. You have probably never
heard of this term because menopause is what gets all the press. It must have a much
better agent. But as a man you want to be aware of how your body changes.
Andropause starts when you are thirty years old and left unchecked, a man will lose one
to two percent of his testosterone production every year. It's like a small leak at the
bottom of the lake. At first you ignore it, but over time it becomes a very serious
problem.
The main psychological symptoms of andropause are mood swings, loss of general
wellbeing, irritableness and a loss of cognitive function/memory. These symptoms stink,
but they can also be followed by erectile dysfunction. If you want to reverse this trend,
action is required.
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There are a bunch of physical symptoms of andropause as well. They include:
'I HI'

Less muscle mass and strength

'I HI'

Less endurance and drive

'I HI'

More body fat, over your pectoral muscles and around your middle

'I HI'

Less bone mass

'I HI'

Lower sex drive

'I HI'

You may have trouble achieving and keeping erections.

You don't want to let andropause take over your life. It is a "natural" part of the aging
process, but only if you allow it to be. You can use the boost techniques in this guide to
fight against andropause as early as thirty years or even sooner. You can start boosting
your testosterone before time turns against you.

SIGNS OF LOW TESTOSTERONE
Overall we want to see if low testosterone is the cause of your
erectile dysfunction. The good thing about raising your
testosterone level is that it will give you the power to bring
your "A" game into the bedroom again. You will have the
strength and endurance of an eighteen-year-old.
Are you suffering from any of these symptoms?
'I HI'

Low energy

'I HI'

Depression

'I HI'

Low sex drive

'I HI'

Decreased lean muscle mass

'I HI'

Decreased sexual performance/ erectile dysfunction

'I HI'

Lower number of erections

'I HI'

Higher body fat/trouble decreasing body fat

If so, odds are that you're suffering from low T
levels.
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SIMPLE TESTOSTERONE TEST
There is a simple little test that you can do right now to see what your testosterone levels
are like. Some of us are born with high levels and some of us have always had low levels.
If you started out lower, it is quite likely that you will experience these low testosterone
symptoms. We start receiving our first doses of testosterone in the womb when our bodies
are still forming. One of the first signs of testosterone is in the hands.
Men and women with longer index fingers have higher base levels of testosterone. Just
look at your hand right now. Is your index finger as long as your middle finger? That is a
sign that you started out life with a higher dose of testosterone.
If your index finger is shorter, then you started out on the low end of the spectrum. My
index finger is much shorter than my middle finger; it's almost a full centimeter shorter. It
is even shorter than my ring finger, so I know what it's like to start at the bottom of the
pile.
You don't have to let your base testosterone level define you. Through a little effort and
hard work I have raised my testosterone levels and I have the same energy that I did in
high school.
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CAUSES OF LOWERED TESTOSTERONE
All men experience andropause, which is a slight decrease in overall testosterone levels
over time. This dip should not affect your lifestyle. If you are experiencing any of the
negative affects of low testosterone we have discussed so far then it is quite possible that
there is an external cause.
Low testosterone can be caused by:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Autoimmune diseases
Chronic liver or kidney disease
Chronic obstructive lung disease
Genetic causes
Heart failure
HIV/AIDS
Infections (such as mumps)

•
•
•
•
•
•

Injury to the testicles
Metabolic disorders
Obesity
Prolactinoma (prolactin-secreting
tumor) in the pituitary gland
Testicular cancer or treatment
for testicular cancer
Type 2 diabetes

If you have any of these medical conditions or injuries then you should focus on that
before you try to raise your testosterone levels directly. In this case, your low
testosterone is a symptom. You need to repair and deal with the root cause because your
low testosterone is a sign from your body that you need to deal with a larger issue first.
There are also drugs, which are known to affect and lower testosterone levels. These
include:
•

Alcohol

•

Chemotherapy drugs used to treat cancer

•

Corticosteroids (sometimes called glucocorticoids)

•

Opioids

If you are like me then you enjoy a couple of drinks now and then. The irony of alcohol is
that it often gives us that boost of confidence that we need to approach that cute woman
at the bar to take her home.
By the time we get there though, that same alcohol might turn against you. Most of us
know what it's like to be too drunk to get an erection. Alcohol is not a good friend to your
manhood.
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If you are a heavy drinker you might find that a few weeks of no drinking turns your
testosterone problem around. Your levels have been artificially lowered be alcohol and as
soon as you remove it from the equation things will go back into equilibrium.
If you have an issue with opioids, then you have a bigger problem that the scope of this
guide. Opioids include the spectrum of painkillers from oxycontin through morphine and
all the way to heroin.
If you have chronic pain and are on a prescription for this type of painkiller then you
should consult your doctor about your side effects. If you are using them recreationally
then you need to take some time off to allow your body to heal.
Finally, we have to come back to the most common cause of low testosterone in Western
countries - obesity.
As much as we want to dance around it, when you are overweight that fat locks up free
testosterone and converts it into estrogen. That's one of the reasons that when you are
overweight your pecs start to look like breasts. All that estrogen is reforming your body.
And that's not a good thing.
If you aren't suffering from any of the diseases listed above, then excess fat is the most
likely culprit behind your low testosterone. Excess fat shortens your life, steals your
masculine energy and lowers the quality of your life.
Don't give up now just because losing weight seems hard. We have an amazing and
easy-to-implement plan to help get your masculine energy back.
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There are two main ways that the doctor can test your testosterone levels. There are two
main ways a doctor can test your levels. Most likely your doctor will want to run a blood
test, but recent studies indicate that the saliva test might actually be more accurate.
BLOOD TEST
Your doctor will send you over to the lob where they will
draw blood and run a series of tests. They will send the
results back to your doctor who will discuss them with
you. He may also run tests on your adrenal hormones to
see if these are also out of balance.
Each lab will have its own set of measurements for
determining your testosterone score. If you go to
two different labs you will get two different ranges
of results. All you want to look at is your overall
condition. Are you low?

SALIVA TEST
A less-painful alternative to giving blood is
the saliva test. This only measures your free
testosterone and ignores any that is bound
to either SHBG or globulin. Basically, it
measures the amount of useable
testosterone you have and ignores any that
is unavailable for your body.
j

THE RESULTS
You can expect your doctor and any lab you use to have their own scale for testosterone
levels. They can be all over the map but the most important thing is to check your
nanograms per deciliter. If that number is below three hundred, then you are definitely
low on testosterone and need to take action immediately.
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TEST AT HOME

You don't have to go to the doctor to test your testosterone levels anymore. There are
home kits you can take that will give you nearly immediate results. There are a few to
choose from on Amazon and it's a quick way to cheaply track your body's condition.
You can find both blood and saliva tests online now. Some of these tests have mixed
reviews about their effectiveness and nothing really beats getting tested properly at the
doctor, but there are a host of reasons why you may prefer the convenience of getting
tested at home.

EXTERNAL TESTOSTERONE
You may be tempted to find an external source of testosterone. In the next sections we
will cover the different ways you can boost your testosterone externally. Each of these
solutions is unnatural and will have side effects.
Low testosterone is often a sign that something else in your life isn't right. If you fix the
core problem, then your testosterone will spike again. If you go for the quick fix and just
replace your testosterone, you may simply be masking the symptoms and warning signs of
a more serious problem.
The biggest danger of putting testosterone into your body is that your body may over
react. It's common for the body to notice that your testosterone level is really high
suddenly and completely shut down the production of natural testosterone in your system.
Part of your body's response will be to produce even more estrogen to combat your
unnaturally high testosterone level. Your conscious and automatic systems will go to war
with each other and this is not a good place to be. You don't want to be fighting against
your body.
You will then have to take the supplements, cream or shots forever. Your body will
completely stop producing the most important hormone to your masculinity. We will go
through the pros and cons of each different solution, but please be aware that it is MUCH
better to improve your overall health with a more holistic and natural solution.
Don't worry. This guide will share with you the BEST ways to improve testosterone
naturally without spending a single penny at the pharmacy.

DANGEROUS CHOICE - STEROIDS
The first thought I had when I heard about being low on testosterone was of bodybuilders
who take shots of horse testosterone. It's not quite made for your body but they still cram
it in there to pump up those muscles.
It can seem exciting to exchange a fistful of cash for a plastic bag filled with syringes in
the back room of a dingy gym on the bad side of town, but the risks of taking this route
are astronomical.
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Maybe you are getting horse testosterone or
testosterone from Mexico or even expired testosterone
from Canada. When you buy something illegal, there is
no quality control and you don't actually know what you
are buying.

,

The product is only as good as your trust in the
bodybuilder at that gym and his trust in his supplier and
that guy's trust in HIS supplier... all the way up the food
chain. You don't want to be at the bottom of something
that rickety.
The benefit is that you can build huge muscles quickly. The downside is that you can go to
jail or the shot might just kill you.
Injections are very powerful and bypass most of your body's security systems. If your
steroids have been "stepped on" or "cut," you could be in serious trouble. This is where
the dealer mixes in other things to increase how much he has for sale. It's a good way to
increase his profits to the detriment of his customers.
There are other dangers from going this route:
•

•
•
•
•
•

Blood-borne diseases such as HIV and AIDS
Fluid retention
Thinning hair or hair loss
Mood swings
Infections
Testicular atrophy

The danger if injecting testosterone is the
strongest of all the external testosterone
sources.
Your body can suddenly be flooded with an
unexpected amount of this powerful hormone
and instantly react. It will stop all natural
testosterone production and start converting
a lot of your new injected testosterone into
estrogen as it tries to keep up with this new
flood.
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The other problem with steroids is that they take a lot of science to do "properly." You
can't just keep taking them indefinitely or they will kill you really quickly. You have to
cycle them and take different ones for different periods of time.
I'm not a steroid expert but I know enough to know that you really don't want to go down
this route. Too much risk and not nearly enough reward.

HORMONE REPLACEMENT THERAPY
When you go to the doctor and fail that testosterone test he is going to want to take
immediate action. He will recommend hormone replacement therapy (HRT). Basically he
will start pumping testosterone into your body to replace the missing amounts. If he gives
you a shot, you will start to feel like superman.
The benefit is that you get immediate results. You might be thinking that a doctor is doing
this so it is the best solution, but please remember how our society works. Doctors are
trained to treat the symptoms not the core problem.
If you are massively obese and get these shots, your erections will come back .. .for a little
while. But then you might have a "cardiac episode" that your low testosterone was trying
to warn you about and protect you from. So now you're dead, but at least you had a
raging erection on the way out.
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HRT is designed to address key symptoms, such as:
•

Decreased sex drive

•

Irritability

•

Lowered bone density

•

Decreased strength

•

Decreased muscle mass

The good thing about HRT is that your doctor will check to see if you have any medical or
trauma or prescriptions that are causing your symptoms. Once
he has determined that, he will start you on the HRT series.
Most likely, he will have mentioned your weight to you in
the past a few times, but since you ignored him back then
he knows you will probably ignore him now, so he just
puts you on HRT. Your doctor is human and after
a while will stop recommending treatments
(like losing weight) that he knows you will
ignore.
There are a few different ways he can administer HRT (via trans-dermal skin patches,
gels, creams, injection, orally or as a tablet that adheres to your gums) and we will
discuss each of them in the following sections.
The good thing about having your doctor on the scene is that he will monitor you for
dangerous side effects or adverse reactions. You never really know how your body will
react, until you try.
There are some long-term risks with HRT. This is a relatively new therapy and there
haven't been any long-term longitudinal studies to see how HRT will affect you five, ten or
twenty years from now. They simply have no idea what will happen to your body down the
line.
If everything works out for you then people will call you a genius and if the treatment
destroys you, they will simply call you a tragedy. Whether you decide to try this solution
or not, you should add as many of our testosterone boosting techniques to your life as
possible. They are designed for long-term benefit and will help to extend your life
significantly.
There are some additional negatives that you want to take into account when it comes to
HRT. That 1-2% a year decrease that your doctor will consider a "normal" part of
andropause? He won't give you HRT to deal with that.
Instead he will talk about possible causes for your dip that isn't quite low enough to
justify the risks of HRT. He will discuss all the causes of lowered testosterone that I have
already shared with you.
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Basically, he will give you a miniature version of the knowledge I'm sharing with you
today. The natural testosterone boosting tactics from this book will work no matter what
the cause of your lowered testosterone levels.
Some of these external testosterone supplements may be too strong for your body and
shut down your own, natural ability to produce testosterone. Taking them for too long can
permanently affect your endocrine system.
Your body won't know how much testosterone to create naturally because there is a new,
external source. At the same time your estrogen levels will also increase significantly
making it harder to lose fat and increase muscle mass.

TESTOSTERONE CREAM
This is one of the most common ways for a doctor to start you out on cream as part of
your hormone replacement therapy. Usually the cream contains progesterone, which you
may notice sounds pretty similar to testosterone. It's easy to put the cream on your skin.
Please remember that you usually spread the cream on your bicep, not directly on your
penis! You don't need to put the testosterone down there.
If your body has been generating too much SHBG (which bonds to testosterone), then skin
cream is a powerful solution that can quickly reverse the effects. You might here some
talk about helping with insulin levels as well, but the research is still out on that topic.
HRT is still too new and there are many unexplored avenues of remaining research.
The risks of using this type of skin cream is that it can act like a sedative and make you
feel groggy. Don't use apply it right before you have to operate a forklift or fly a
helicopter!
According to WebMD there are a few dangerous side effects that you want to look out for,
"including: "

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Stomach upset
Changes in appetite
Weight gain
Fluid retention and swelling (edema)
Fatigue
Acne
Drowsiness or insomnia
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Allergic skin rashes
Hives
Fever
Headache
Depression
Breast discomfort or enlargement
Premenstrual syndrome (PMS)-like symptoms
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•

Altered menstrual cycles

•

Irregular bleeding

•

... and other side effects.

Sounds like a great "solution," doesn't it?

TESTOSTERONE GELS
Just like creams you get testosterone into your body through
the skin. This is considered another transdermal application.
Androgen gel can reverse the symptoms of low testosterone.
This form of HRT can increase muscle mass, sex drive, bone
density, strength and help to improve your mood.
This is another easy way to quickly increase the
testosterone in your body, but you want to be
careful of dangerous interactions. If you are
taking other medications, you want to check
for any dangerous interactions before
applying androgen gel. These include:
•

Interaction with blood thinners

•

Interaction with injectable insulin

•

Interaction with oxyphenbutazone

•

Interaction with corticosteroids

If you are currently taking any medications from within these
categories, make sure you remind your doctor. The last thing
you want is an adverse complication when two medications
mix.

PATCHES
This patch is very similar to the one millions of people use
to quit smoking. Rather than absorb the testosterone
quickly through a cream or gel, your body slowly absorbs
the testosterone throughout the day from the patch.
This is good because it keeps your testosterone level
even throughout the day, rather than spiking after each
application.
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There are again a bunch of warnings and risks you want to take into account before
slapping that patch on your shoulder.
It could seriously affect your health if you don't read the label in detail first. You want to
make a practice of researching any medication you are putting into your body and this is a
great place to start.
The patch can have negative interactions with medication (both prescription and over the
counter), dietary supplements and even anything "herbal" that you might have introduced
into your diet. Make sure you discuss anything like this with your doctor as well as any
medical conditions including:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Enlarged prostate
Liver disease
Obesity
Diabetes
Kidney disease
High blood calcium levels
Angina

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Heart disease
Heart failure
Coronary artery disease
High cholesterol
Swelling
Sleep apnea or
Lung disease

All of these might have dangerous complications when combined with the patch. Also, let
the doctor know if any allergies you have, whether food, medical or contact allergies.
On top of all of these dangerous interactions you also need to pay attention to your
partner's medical status. If you and your wife have different doctors, your doctor might
not know about her conditions.
If she is trying to become pregnant, pregnant or even breast-feeding, please make sure to
tell your doctor.

Finally, if you are taking any of the following medication, be careful as there are
negative interactions:

•

Anticoagulants

•

Prednisone

•

Insulin

•

Oxyphenbutazone

•

Oral hypoglycemic preparations

•

Macrolide immunosuppressants

•

Carbamazepine

•

Propranolol
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SUPPLEMENTS
There are so many supplements out there that it is simply terrifying. You can hop onto the
Internet right now and find offers and trial offers and discounts on hundreds of
"testosterone supplements." But how on earth can you separate the good stuff from the
garbage?
The reason they call is a supplement is because that word prevents them from having to
disclose their formula to the government.
There could be anything in those pills and in fact it's usually just rice flour in there,
because that is the cheapest type of flour in the world. It costs them about four cents to
make a pill they sell for a few bucks. That's a lot of profit.
There aren't a lot of medical studies on supplements, so there's not a lot of proof that
any of those pills actually work, so it can be very hard to separate the real deal from the
garbage.
If you do decide that you want to try a
natural supplement you want to look for
one that helps your body product
testosterone, rather than one that
simply replaces the missing amount.
This way you don't run the risk of
shutting down your natural testosterone
production.
There are dangers to using supplements
that cause your body to turn off its own
testosterone factory including:

'I HI'

Your body makes too many blood cells, increasing your risk of heart disease

'I HI'

Sleep apnea

'I HI'

En larged breasts

'I HI'

Skin reactions or acne

'I HI'

Benign prostatic hyperplasia, a non-cancerous growth of your prostate

'I HI'

Testicle atrophy or shrinkage

'I HI'

Lowered sperm production
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Testosterone is a very powerful hormone, so of course it can cause powerful effects and
side effects when used incorrectly.
The best thing you can do is focus on improving and rebuilding hour natural testosterone
production. Diet, exercise and eating the right foods can make boosting your natural
testosterone levels a breeze.
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GINSENG
This is a powerful and natural testosterone
booster that has been used in Asia for centuries.
Both the Malaysian and Korean versions of
ginseng will naturally cause your body to
produce more testosterone.
This herb is considered a natural remedy for
erectile dysfunction specifically for its
testosterone boosting power. Athletes also use
this herb to boost their endurance and of course
that will translate nicely into the bedroom.
Normally, you want to take around 600 milligrams per day, but it really depends on the
results of your testosterone test. You might not need so much to get back on track if you
are only a little low on natural testosterone.
You can take in multiple forms including tablets, capsules, powders and even syrups. You
can choose whichever method you find the most appealing.

WITHENIA SOMNIFERA
This herb is not nearly as well-known as ginseng
and in fact I bet you aren't even sure how to
pronounce it correctly. That's ok because
nobody else is really sure either.
This is another natural remedy that is used to
treat erectile dysfunction and increase
testosterone production. Studies have shown
that men who consume Withenia Somnifera see
an increase in semen production and overall
quality. I am not exactly sure how they
measured "semen quality" in that study, but I
am impressed with that result!
This herb also reduces oxidative stress. This reduction will help your body lower its
cortisol levels which will then lead to more testosterone.
This will make you feel like a new man again and all those symptoms of low testosterone
will fade away like fog when the sun comes out. You can find either tablets or syrups with
this herb in most drugstores and online pharmacies.
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PINUS PINASTER
This supplement comes from pine trees in the Mediterranean. The
bark of this pine tree is a natural herb that can help to boost
testosterone levels while increasing blood flow to the penis and
helping with erectile function.
A recent study tested the results of this herb against a placebo
and the results were very promising. The guys who got the real
deal showed a spike over the guys receiving a placebo, who
experienced no results.

PUNCTUREVINE
This is a beautiful plant with tiny little yellow flowers. The
supplement is made by crushing up the flowers, leaves and
bark of this plant to increase testosterone levels. It is
thought to be one of the oldest herbs used to help with
testosterone.
So far there are no significant side effects and you can find
capsules and syrups online quite easily. You can even get
some seeds and grow this plant in your garden.

HORNY GOAT WEED
This ancient Chinese herb got its name when shepherds saw their
goats doing crazy after eating it. There is nothing quite so
memorable and majestic as a herd of extremely horny goats.
This herb will pump up your testosterone levels and make you ..
extremely horny. It is the double-barreled shotgun of herbal
remedies. You can find pills and syrups for this remedy quite easily .
Nearly every town now has a Chinese medicine shop that carries
this herb as well.

.

CHRYSIN
This chemical is an antioxidant. It comes from the
blue passion flower. There are many different
varieties of the passion flower, but only the blue
strain has an effect on testosterone. Most often, a
tea is made from this plant that boost testosterone.
You can drink this tea daily or take it in capsule or
syrup form.
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BULBINE NATALNENSIS
This herb comes from South Africa and is a natural testosterone
booster. It is a general herb that affects all the components of
ED - from low libido to low testosterone.
It can be crushed to make a tea that you drink twice a
day - depending on how much testosterone you need. You can
find capsules or syrups online quite easily if you don't like the
taste of this tea.

SAW PALMETTO
This is a very popular herb in America right now and more
than two million men take it daily to boost their
testosterone. It is quite effective because it replicates the
behavior of testosterone in the body. It has been used by
men struggling with prostate enlargement as well. You can
find this in nearly every mall in America in tablet or
capsule form.
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There are certain foods that you really need to remove from your diet immediately as
they literally gobble up your testosterone and turn it into estrogen.
The first thing you want to cut out of your diet today, is soy. You may have noticed that
most health food stores are constantly going on and on about the health benefits of tofu
and other soy-based products.
The problem is that all of that advice and those diets are targeting women, not men.
More than ninety-percent of diet-takers are women. That's the majority of the market
and most general advice is for women, not men.
The last thing you want to do right now is take advice that will help you become more
feminine. Soy is basically estrogen in plant form. To me tofu actually tastes like estrogen
in my mouth.
If you have a wife or girlfriend who is trying to make you eat vegan and putting a ton of
soy into your diet, you need to shut that down immediately. Soy is basically poison for
your penis and she is not doing you any favors.
When you go to prison, they give you this drink that tastes a little like koolaid that turns
off your libido. It is designed to turn off erections for all the prisoners. Soy is the public
version of this.
Also when you go to a coffee house (which you shouldn't anymore) and they offer you soy
milk like they are doing you a big favor, you should ask them for a revolver and a single
bullet because that is just as good for your body.
Hipsters love soymilk in their lattes, but have you noticed that all of them are scrawny
and can't do a pushup?
You want to avoid any of the estrogen-pumping foods that women are told to eat when
they need more estrogen. Here is a short list of foods to start avoiding.
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Pomegranates

Wheat

Yams

Barley

Potatoes

Clover

Papaya Parsley
Dates

Oats

Hops

Licorice

These foods are natural estrogen boosters and we want to excise them from our diets.
Yes, you probably noticed that hops, the main ingredient in many beers, was on that list.
Sorry but you really shouldn't be drinking alcohol anyways at this point. All of those beers
have come home to roost.
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The more you can turn this entire process into a game the easier it will be for you to
achieve true success. One of the challenges of working out and eating right is that it is
just so boring. If we can create a game that is filled with small, achievable goals then it's
a lot easier for our minds to focus on success.
One of the biggest flaws we have as humans is our inability to focus on the long term. We
have trouble giving up short term pleasure for long term gain.
There is nobody left in our country who actually thinks that smoking is good for them.
Every single smoker knows that eventually it will kill them, but they all focus on that word
'eventually. '
They keep imagining that they will quite in a few more years. Until suddenly it's too late
and that far away future has turned into the present.
The same thing happens with how we eat. Nobody thinks that soda, chips and fast food
are healthy. That's not why people eat them. They make you feel good and it activates
the pleasure centers of your brain.
When you eat a ton of carbs, sugar and salts it is so bad for you but it just feels so darn
good. I know that.
One of the things that most people don't know is that your taste buds are relative. Once
you stop consuming commercial sugar, you will find that apples taste just as sweet as
chocolate used to.
It only takes a few weeks to reset your taste buds, so don't worry about suffering through
a life of bland food, because that is not going to happen.
There are a few ways you can introduce tracking and micro-goals into your new fitness
and testosterone boosting endeavors.
The first thing you should do is grab a pedometer. It's just a little thing you clip to your
belt or shoe and nobody is going to notice it. It will count your steps every day.
There are about five million fitness trackers online that allow you to keep track of how
many steps you take each day. You can track your progress and try to beat yesterdays'
score.
If you stop reading this book right now, and just buy a pedometer, you will add a few years
to your lifespan, because you will have a positive motivation for more effort. It's that
helpful.
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WHERE YOU SWIM
Don't swim in chlorinated pools. Chlorine is a powerful poison. They put it into water to
kill everything else in the pool. That same chlorine in gas form will kill you in less than a
minute. It's a very serious chemical.
It is a toxic halogen the pushes iodine away from your cells. Iodine is very good for your
body and you don't want it squeezed out. When you are low on iodine you become low on
testosterone.
There was a big study recently of hundreds of young men. They found that those who
swam in chlorinated pools the most had the lowest levels of testosterone. The problem is
that the skin of your scrotum is so thin that the chlorine can seep in.

This is really only a problem if you are swimming a lot. If you are serious swimmer in great
health you might have been stuck trying to figure out the cause of your low testosterone
until now. If you can, swim in real oceans, lakes and rivers. If you have to swim in pools,
you might need to take an iodine supplement to keep your cells robust.

STRESS
Stress is a real killer. It starts in your mind and ends up in your bloodstream. Your
circulation is so important. Removing stress from your life will instantly improve the
quality of your life and extend it.
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Taking the time to lower your stress levels will also lower your blood pressure. That is
good for every single system in your body.
There are two main types of stress, short term and long term. Short term is something
that you can deal with in a matter of minutes, like a fight or escaping a burning building.
Your body provides you with the right hormones to make you alert and moving fast enough
to survive - either by fighting or escaping. This type of stress is perfectly healthy and has
no long-term consequences on your health.

Then we have long-term stress. This is the type of stress that slowly wears you down over
time. If you are in high school and constantly worried about getting good enough grades to
get into the right college.
If you have an overbearing boss, who constantly micromanages you and leaves you with a
constant feeling that you could get fired any day. If you have a financial debt that is just
an overwhelming mountain that you can't seem to climb. That type of long-term stress
can really damage your endocrine system.
We know that type of stress leads to all sorts of injuries and fatal illnesses, but it also has
a major detrimental effect on testosterone levels.
The first problem is that old hormone cortisol again. It is the stress hormone so of course
it's going to make an appearance in this section. It slows down testosterone production
and actually breaks down the free testosterone that is already flowing in your veins.
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Cortisol is made from cholesterol, just like testosterone is. When you are under long-term
stress, more and more of this good cholesterol is allocated to cortisol and the
testosterone factory is left with nothing. The testosterone factory is stuck waiting for a
delivery that may never come.
Stress tends to start a cascade of problems in your life that all lead to lowered
testosterone levels. When you are stressed out you drink more alcohol, tend to eat bad
food, have troupe sleeping, can't get enough exercise and get hit with a cloud of
depression. Each of these secondary effects is known to affect testosterone levels. When
you have long-term stress, your testosterone is getting hit at every level.
Studies have shown that nearly every type of stress you can imagine significantly lowers
testosterone levels. These types of stress include:
•

Surgical stress

•

Noise stress

•

Immobilization stress

•

Oxidative stress

•

Chronic stress

In all of these studies drops in testosterone were accompanied by spikes in cortisol.
Testosterone levels don't drop because the testosterone is being used, but because the
factory in your body isn't making nearly enough.
In studies of psychological stressors in soldiers researchers have found similar extreme
reductions in testosterone. Everything from boot camp to officer training school lead's to
decreases in testosterone because of stress.
The long and the short is that this type of long-term stress is really bad for your
testosterone levels and will lead to a simultaneous increase in cortisol.
One of the best ways to lower stress in your life is to begin meditation. Just twenty
minutes of meditation a day will dramatically lower your stress levels. You can feel the
pressure of the day just melting away. In the next section I will show you several types of
mediation that can help you lower your stress levels.

MEDITATION
How easily can you imagine yourself meditating? Are you able to quiet your mind quite
easily, or do you tend to have a racing, overactive mind that is difficult to control? If you
are like many of us in today's stressful world, the latter is probably your answer to this
question.
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As you begin practicing your meditation, you will
get a good sense of what works best for you. You
will also possibly slowly but steadily build up your
meditation times.
Try to find a way to meditate on a daily basis.
Meditation is something that requires practice.
Your mind needs to get more and more
accustomed to the discipline and patterns of
meditation.
If you have trouble in the beginning, don't let
yourself feel discouraged! Let's start with some
easy to try meditation styles.

VISUALIZATION
Visualization is quite a simple method of
meditation. It only requires you to picture a
beautiful and ideal setting or other image in
your mind. You then need to put all of your
focus on this image.
As you do so, you should use your creativity to
effortlessly add to the picture. Visualization as
used in this exercises is a concentration
(focus-based) mediation technique.

GUIDED MEDITATION
A guided meditation is a meditation you do in accordance with a guided meditation
recording. These recordings can be found in many places online!
Guided meditations are especially good for beginners. There is a guided meditation I
created for you near the end of this guide to help you melt the stress away.

USEAMANTRA
As you might already know, a mantra is a word or a phrase that you say repeatedly as a
method of meditation. Your focus is on the mantra.
You can choose a conventional mantra, or you can make up one of your own invention that
you feel is particularly relevant for you based on the templates I provided earlier. If you
are interested in a conventional mantra, you can find a lot of information on Sanskrit
mantras online.
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Mantra use in this exercise is an example of a concentration (focus-based) meditation
technique.
One final piece of information before we get to the T-level boosting methods themselves.
Even if you're not having problems getting and keeping an erection right now, there's
another perfectly valid reason for wanting to keep your testosterone levels high.
Money! Yes, you read that correctly. Having a high level of testosterone can make you
money - here's how:

How High T-Levels Can Make You Money
One of the best effects of a high testosterone level is its impact on your finances. There is
a direct correlation between high T levels and your ability to make high-reward financial
decisions.
Studies of day-traders in London have confirmed that the guys with the most testosterone
in their blood also made the most money.
According to research in London "those traders with higher testosterone levels in the
morning were most likely to make money on the day's trading ... One trader hit a six-day
"winning streak" during which he made more than double his daily profit. During that time
his testosterone levels went up 74%."
( http://www.theguardian.com/science/200S/apr/1 5/medica lresearch. gender)

I was so fascinated that I went and found the original study, which stated, "A doubling of
the testosterone level increases risk taking by 39%."
(http://www.pnas.org/content/1 06/16/6535. full )

When I was in high school, I had to spend three years learning Latin. It was certainly time
well spent, as Latin comes up all the time in my life. The only thing that I really learned
was a single phrase, "Fortune favors the bold." And now I realize that boldness comes
from having a high level of testosterone.
When your testosterone levels are low, you feel lethargic. You might even feel a crippling
malaise and a bit of depression. All of these together will decrease your performance at
work. You will notice that your "get up and go" has "got up and went." Bringing back your
testosterone can turn things around at work and give you the power to land that next big
promotion.
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BOOST TECHNIQUE #1 - HEALTH BREAKS
One of the big causes of high estrogen is sitting too much. Just sitting down all day
without moving makes your body think that it's winter. If you aren't moving, then your
body assumes that there's not much fuel (food) available, It responds by slowing down
your metabolism.
Unfortunately, nearly every man in our society now has a desk job. We sit all day slaving
away behind a computer and it is causing our testosterone levels to plummet.
Many men, who start out physical careers, shift to a managerial role, as they get older.
There is a definite correlation between the shift and lower testosterone levels. The more
time we spend sitting, the more our testosterone is converted into estrogen.
Even if you rush off after work every day for an hour of super intense exercise, your body
still thinks that you're trying to survive through a challenging winter. The way to alleviate
this problem is to walk throughout the day. The less time you spend sitting the better.
What you don't want is twenty-three hours of doing nothing followed by one hour of super
intense exercise.
You want to get your body back into its natural state and that means moving around
during the day. If you just move for ten or twenty minutes every two hours your body will
transition out of hibernation mode and go active. There are a couple of ways to make sure
you start doing this.
One of my big secrets is to drink a LOT of water every day. This is great for flushing out
excess estrogen and keeping your body running at
optimal efficiency. It also means that you have
to take a lot of bathroom breaks. Those trips
walking to the bathroom break up those long
sessions in your chair. It's a way of making
sure you don't sit still for too long.
It is also my super-secret amazing
technique for curing "office butt."
I know that this disease affects
women more than men, but this
is something that will really help
keep your body in its natural,
active state.
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When you're sitting in your chair at work, your body just starts to melt into your chair. You
can feel gravity pulling you down through your chair and into the floor.
It pulls your butt into the chair and then it starts to spread out. Even if you had a great
butt when you got to work, by the end of the day it is totally smushed.
I know some people are motivated enough to spend their lunch break at the gym, in a spin
class, or hitting the weights, but I find that really hard to maintain and I like to be active
throughout the day. What you really just need to do is get out of the chair on a set
schedule.
What I do is follow Derrick. Derrick sits near me in the office and he's a smoker. He takes
a smoke break every ninety minutes or so. He's not allowed to smoke in the building
anymore, not even in the stairwell. So he has to go out in front of the building and walk
away from the entrance to the special smoking area.
Derrick is my motivation and my hero. Only he doesn't know it. For a few days I started
timing his smoke breaks. His breaks always last twelve to fifteen minutes. So now when he
gets up to leave I follow him out. I walk down the stairs to the front of the building. Do
one lap around the building and walk back up the stairs to my office.
It's a health break instead of a smoke break! This gives my whole body a workout and
counters most of the causes of cellulite. It keeps my fat from pooling in my bum and my
metabolism from slowing down. People at work take smoke breaks all the time. There is
no wayan office can stop it anymore.
When my boss asked me about my breaks I pointed out that I was taking a health break
while he took his smoke breaks. I need my walking as much as Derrick needs his smoking.
I need to walk for my circulation so that I don't get sick and have to miss more workdays.
If Derrick gets a break I want equal treatment. I shouldn't be punished for making my life
longer just because Derrick is making his shorter. My boss instantly saw that I was being
reasonable and now I get to take breaks whenever Derrick does.
These little walking breaks throughout the day are the perfect solution to the sedentary
lifestyle. It helps to keep me from sitting in a chair for eight hours straight.
Studies have shown that smoking doesn't actually affect your testosterone levels, but
smoking does directly cause erectile dysfunction in a myriad of ways, so for that reason
alone you should quit. I know it's hard, because I had to quit too, but it's really worth it.
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BOOST TECHNIQUE #2 - BODY LANGUAGE
Changing your body language can boost your testosterone levels by twenty percent in a
matter of minutes. A groundbreaking study tracked testosterone levels as people tried
different body language and poses.
You may not realize this, but a shocking amount of how we communicate with each other
is non-verbal. The spoken word is actually only a small part of our daily communication.
Body language actually accounts for a greater percentage of total daily communication for
most people.
This is the reason that trying to guess at a person's true meaning when reading an email or
text message is so hard. We don't have those visual cues in front of us. When we can't
see a person's body language we can't tell if they are angry or joking - if they are inviting
or threatening.
People who are very confident express themselves with confident body language. This can
be called alpha, dominant or simply confident body language. We also express
submissiveness or a lack of confidence through our body language. This is also called beta
body language.
This study tracked how people's testosterone levels changed when they performed alpha
and beta body language. The results were astounding. Just holding a dominant pose spiked
testosterone by twenty percent and pushed down cortisol by twenty-five percent. In just
two minutes.
When these same people performed beta body language their testosterone dropped ten
percent and cortisol jumped up fifteen percent.
These results mean that switching from beta to alpha body langue can swing your
testosterone by a full thirty percent. Take a minute to look in the mirror right now. Are
your shoulders hunched? Do you feel like a follower instead of a leader?
Switching to a dominant pose can change your testosterone level in a matter of minutes.
Your body is following the signals you send it. If you act beta, then your body lowers your
alpha hormones. When you express your body with power and leadership, the rest of your
internal organs will follow suit.
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BOOST TECHNIQUE #3 - LET'S GET PHYSICAL
There is a specific type of workout that you can get into at the gym that works out both
your mind and body in sync. It is called neuromuscular training and it is a very powerful
way to quickly rebuild your testosterone production.
Any training program of this type will condition your brain while also building up your
physical strength. It is specifically designed to activate your endocrine system.
The focus is more on the movement itself rather than just building larger muscles.
Developing and mastering the correct, testosterone-boosting movements will lead to
fewer injuries in the long run.
It will also give you the power and endurance to enjoy other sports you may not have
played for decades.
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The most common types of neuromuscular training involve strength training, stretching,
yoga and plyometrics. You should always warm up with some stretching before and after
any training to prevent injury. There are some great lifts that you can hit in the weight
room, even if you only have ten minutes, to give your testosterone factory a quick boost:

Dead lifts

Squats

Farmer Walks

Lunges

Planks

You can hit a few of these full body lifts in a quick gym session and you'll notice a massive
spike in testosterone in your system. There are certain lifts and exercises that just have a
way of unleashing a torrent of testosterone into your bloodstream. Many people swear by
the squat as the greatest, manliest lift of them all.

ONE LIFT TO RULE THEM ALL - THE DEADLIFT
This exercise needs to be performed with military precision. It is much better to start out
with a low, manageable weight while you learn to master this technique. The basic idea is
that the weight is on the flood and you bend over at the waist and lift it up to about
mid-thigh level.
This exercise is about "pulling" the weight up from the ground to your waist. It engages
the majority of the muscles in your lower back and legs. These powerful muscles are
massive testosterone creation plants.
Working major muscles like these just pumps the testosterone directly into your
bloodstream. This is the manliest of lifts and you will rarely see a woman performing this
lift, as she does not want to boost her testosterone.
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This lift engages your hamstrings, traps, quads, spinal erectors, glutes, upper lats and abs.
It's one lift that works nearly your entire body.
If you have a weak or injured lower back, you want to be very careful with this lift. You
should always wear a weight belt and learn this technique under the supervision of a
professional trainer.
There is a variation that puts less stress on the lower back that is called the sumo
variation.
In the sumo variation, you start with your feet much wider and closer to the actual
weights on the barbell. You only place your hands about eight inches apart when gripping
the bell and you use a straight back. This doesn't engage as many muscle groups but it
still causes a massive testosterone release.
With either variation of this powerful lift you will notice the majority of your body
engaged. That is exactly the kind of lift we want. Something that only takes less than ten
minutes but engages a host of muscle groups. The more groups you can engage at once,
the faster you will release testosterone into your bloodstream.
There is some debate about the best and second best lifts for pumping your testosterone.
There are many people that would argue that the squat is better than the deadlift.
If you have time, you should definitely perform both exercises. You will notice a huge
boost in masculine energy just from these two lifts during a quick trip to the gym.
The dead lift is easier to perform at home because it requires no equipment or "rack" for
holding the weights. So if you want to have a quick "pick me up" in the morning you can
deadlift to start your day.
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BOOST TECHNIQUE #4 - GO OUTSIDE
About twenty years ago there was
commercial after commercial about how the
sun was so bad for you. If you don't wear this
5PF200 sunscreen.
Did you know that anything above 5PF30 is
actually completely false? That's the highest
number on the scale.
It's kind of like saying something offers 150%
protection or when your coach asks you to
give 110%. That's mathematically impossible.

50 we already know that the sunscreen
industry is full of major hype, and that's
putting it politely. Worse, the ingredients in
sunscreen tend to be high on the toxic factor
anyways.
Don't get any in your mouth unless you want
your teeth to fall out. It's basically like
getting radiation poisoning, yet we slather it
all over our skin to protect us from a sun
that has been up in the sky for a lot longer
than we have been around.
Remember that your body is the result of the
most brutal blood sport in
history - evolution. Each experiment in the
development of your body meant either
success or death and the failure of a genetic
line.
Your body was designed in a world where
sunscreen did not exist. Now if you have fair
skin I'm not saying it's time to go out and get
a sunburn, but you should pay attention to
what you are putting on your skin. Many of
the ingredients in sunscreen are toxic and
many more of them are estrogenic. That
means sunscreen is killing your erections.
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You don't need to put estrogen cream on your skin. What you need is that powerful
Vitamin D from the sun. Try to get at least twenty minutes of sun on your back a day.
That's enough to get your daily dose of that crucial vitamin.
As long as you use common sense, you can figure out how long to stay out in the sun. If
your skin is starting to hurt, get into the shade!
This is one of the earliest boosts we mention for a very important reason. There has been
a new study on Vitamin D that has changed the entire testosterone game.
Researchers have found that men low in Vitamin D have extremely low levels of free
testosterone and instead have extremely high levels of estrogen. The lack of Vitamin D
was also connected to increased body fat, loss of muscle, depression, cardiovascular
disease and lower levels of fertility.
A secondary study tracked the effect of a Vitamin D supplement on men with low
testosterone levels. They gave one group of men Vitamin D for a year and the other group
of men a placebo.
The men that received Vitamin D saw their free testosterone grow by twenty to
twenty-five percent. The men stuck with the placebo saw no change in their testosterone
levels.
Vitamin D fights against aromatization, the process that converts testosterone into
estrogen. Your body should have about 50 ng/ml of Vitamin D.
If you go to the doctor to get your testosterone levels checked, you should also add in a
Vitamin D test to the mix. If you are below that number, then you want to take action.
I prefer more sunlight, but you might live in the frozen tundra and need to take a
supplement. There are also special lights that mimic sunlight and can cause your body to
make Vitamin D.
Vitamin D helps your body to build sperm and it also helps to extend their lifespan. It is
commonly prescribed for men struggling with fertility issues.
There has been expanding research on Vitamin D in the past decade. We have learned a
few important things about Vitamin D.

•

Men with low Vitamin D have low testosterone

•

Men who get their Vitamin D back up to normal levels can see a 25% boost in there
testosterone level

•

There is no benefit to getting Vitamin D beyond the optimal range

•

Exposing your body to sunlight skyrockets testosterone production
(especially on the genitals)
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Sunscreens and lip balms are all filled with terrifyingly toxic chemicals, such as BPA and
phthlates. We talk more about these horrific chemicals in the section about plastic. All
you really need to know is that they mimic the behavior of estrogen in your body.

BOOST TECHNIQUE #5 - PROTEIN SHAKE
Muscles are made of protein. That's the main component in all of those muscle cells. The
more muscles you have the more fat your body breaks down and the higher your levels of
free testosterone.
You want to get in a protein shake either right
before or right after an intense, weight lifting
workout. If you are hitting the weights you
want to have free protein in your body that can
immediately go straight to those muscles to
quickly repair and grow them.

--7":-----~

You might hate the taste of a protein shake and
that is completely normal. Nobody has ever
called a protein shake delicious.
You can just eat something healthy and high in
protein, like a turkey burger right before or
after your workout to get a similar effect. Your
body needs to have plenty of protein on hand
right when you are hitting those weights.
Muscle growth leads to more free testosterone
and getting your protein at the right time will
help this along nicely.

BOOST TECHNIQUE #6 - TESTOSTERONE BOOSTING FOODS
Now that you are avoiding the foods that suppress testosterone in favor of estrogen it's
time to start adding foods into your diet that will give you a nice testosterone liftoff.
There are plenty of delicious foods that you can choose from. The more of these you add
to your diet the quicker and easier it will be to get those results you have been dreaming
of.

Beans
Beans are high in fiber, protein and zinc. Zinc is the key element that keeps your body
from turning all that testosterone into estrogen. There are some studies that show having
zinc in your system can cause your body to convert estrogen back into testosterone.
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There are a variety of excellent beans you can add
to your diet including baked beans, pinto beans,
kidney beans, lima beans, baked beans and navy
beans. There is also research that shows zinc
increases sperm production.

Berries
Now that you have removed all that artificial sugar from your diet, when you eat a berry
your mind is going to be blown. These are going to taste so sweet that you are going to
fall in love with me.
Berries are basically made of antioxidants; they fight
against the free radicals in your bloodstream that cause
sexual dysfunction and low testosterone. As you get older
the benefits of berries only increase as they fight to
protect your cells from damage to the mitochondria.
The sooner you add berries to your diet, the better. You
can enjoy raspberries, strawberries and blueberries.
Blackberries are the best ones but I know that sometimes it can be hard to find them. So
just add berries to your diet.

Green, Crunchy Vegetables
All of those veggies your mom made you finish at
dinner as a child are really good for you. They contain
DIM, 13(, selenium and sulforaphane.
Those are some pretty fancy names for these
anti-estrogen compounds. They cause your body to
break down estrogen and product more testosterone.

Avocados / Olives
Who would have thought that these delicious treats are
actually good for you? They contain the right kind of
fat for your body.
All that hoopla about fat being bad is so misleading.
There are dozens of different kinds of fat and fatty
acids. The ones in avocados and olive are the good kind
called MUFAs.
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Meat
You want to eat grass-fed meat as much as possible.
Try to avoid meat that has been processed by a big
corporation. Those animals are often given antibiotics
and other injections that are bad for your testosterone
production when they enter your body.
Focus on meats that have a high protein to fat ratio,
especially chicken and lean turkey. The most important
thing you want to do is avoid fried meat. Frying anything
pretty much destroys and overwhelms and positives from
the food.
There are a ton of other great foods that you can enjoy and add to your diet to boost your
overall health and testosterone production.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tuna
Asparagus
Pineapple
Dark Chocolate
Oils
Citrus Fruits
Celery
Grass-fed beef

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Eggs
Banana
Watermelon
Garlic
Ginger
Onion
Mushroom
Kelp

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Yogurt
Spinach
Honey
Dry fruit
Sea salt
Parsley
Pepper
Oysters

Animal livers and hearts

BOOST TECHNIQUE #7 - SLEEP
Sleep is one of the most crucial elements in testosterone production. Your body actually
makes the majority of your free testosterone while your eyes are shut.
If you wanted to be extreme and check your testosterone levels every hour, you would
notice that you're at a peak when you first wake up. Testosterone slowly drops throughout
the day.
High quality sleep is even more important than exercise and diet when it comes to
producing manly testosterone. A recent study found that guys who sleep around four
hours a night were in the 200-300 ng/dl range. Remember that we want to be above 300
or we are definitely running with our testosterone tanks on empty.
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In that same study they found that men who were getting a solid eight hours were in the
500-700 rang. Doubling your sleep can double your testosterone levels. Talk about an easy
solution! I already love sleeping and now I have scientific proof that I need it!
The researchers in multiple studies have seen the same results and concluded that doctors
jump straight to hormone replacement therapy for men with low testosterone way too
soon. Often correcting a man's sleep schedule will bring his testosterone back up to where
it needs to be.
According to the most conservative of these studies, each additional hour you sleep will
boost your testosterone by a solid 15%. That's a huge different and it is the easiest
solution imaginable.
Our bodies were designed for a world without electricity. Thomas Edison patented the
electric light bulb in 1879. That is not that long ago! Our bodies and our sleep cycles are
from long before that invention.
When we evolved in the world as hunter-gatherers, the sun determined our waking and
sleeping patterns. This is called a circadian rhythm. The sun tells us when to sleep at
night, and when to get up in the morning.

But now our world has changed. It's just so loud and bright. Have you ever gone deep into
nature? Far enough away from a city that you can't hear any cars on the roads.
You look up and suddenly all these stars that you normally can't see are there. We make
so much light at night that we block the stars!
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We let all these new confusing signals mess up our brains. It's never dark so now the brain
doesn't know when to send the sleep signal.
Harvard did a sleep study recently and they discovered that nearly half of Americans get
five hours of sleep a night! And that the majority of us have sleep problems.
How many people do you know who take sleeping pills? That's a big warning sign that
something is wrong. Recent research shows that we need about nine and a half hours of
sleep a night.
I bet you're groaning right now! If you sleep that long, then you'll never get anything
done! I bet you're doing the math right now on how much time you will have left in the
day if you sleep that long.
Nine and a half hours of sleep. Then eight hours of work. Then there's that hour commute
to work....
Stop thinking that way. It's about quality of life here. Sleep is not the same as when you
power down your computer. You are not a robot that gets turned off at night for a few
hours. It's more than just plugging you into the wall to recharge your batteries.
Sleep is an active state. We have different kinds of sleep. REM sleep and deep sleep and
sleep cycles. I don't want to rehash all of that. I like to keep things simple. When you're
asleep your brain is performing important functions. Your sleep is broken up into
ninety-minute cycles.
That's why you want to sleep in multiples of 90 minutes. Six cycles is nine hours.
We need to set the timer for nine and a half hours because let's be honest, who actually
falls asleep within ten seconds of turning off the lights? So we have that thirty-minute
buffer to be sure we get the six sleep cycles that our bodies need.
We have all pushed sleep down on the priority chart. Instead of going to bed and getting
the sleep we need we stay up to watch late night television.
How important is it to watch movie actors wax on with little stories about their lives?
Are you willing to exchange your crucial sleep for that? And yet every night millions of
Americans do that.
We choose entertainment over sleep. Sitting on the couch in front of the flickering light of
the television. A light that just confuses our brain. See when it gets dark our brain
releases a chemical that tells us to go to sleep.
No dark. No chemical. No sleep.
Should we take a pill that makes us sleep or should we try to fix the root cause of bad
sleep? Have you seen the side effects of sleeping pills?
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•

Sleepwalking

•

Saying things you don't remember

•

Diarrhea

That last one alone gives me pause. Now I have trouble sleeping AND going to the
bathroom? That feels like things are getting worse not better.
Let's make a few minor life adjustments to actually get your sleep back on track. You
need to make sure your bed is only for sleeping. Really your bedroom should be a sleeping
chamber. Consider changing the name of the room. Just calling it your sleeping chamber
will change how you think about it.
There should not be a television in there. There should not be a home office in there. I
don't have any chairs in my bedroom. I want my body to know that if I am in that room
it's time to sleep, because my body will appreciate the consistency.
Do not eat right before bed. Your last meal should be a few hours before you go to sleep.
You should be on a fixed schedule. Go to bed and get up at the same time every day.
You might have a crazy work schedule that forces you to sleep at odd times. That's ok as
long as you are consistent.
If you work at night and must sleep during the day, consider getting blackout curtains for
your bedroom. Sleeping in absolute darkness can be very refreshing.
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If you have kids and a hectic work schedule, then getting the full nine each night might
not be possible. That's ok.
I know that sometimes life interferes. That's why we have the twenty-minute power nap.
This nap is short enough to reset your brains sleep rhythm but not long enough to cause
problems. If you take a longer nap you will have problems waking up. You will feel tired
and lethargic.
But after a twenty-minute power nap, you will wake up feeling energized and refreshed.
Take care of your sleep and your body will take care of you.
Here are some key steps to making sure you get high quality sleep:
•

Sleep in absolute darkness

•

Turn off all Wi-Fi hotspots in your house

•

Integrate daily exercise in your life

•

Consider the natural supplement "melatonin" to help you sleep

•

Sleep naked

•

Wind down without watching a TV or computer right before bed

Following the key advice in this section will help improve the quality of your life across
the board. When you don't get enough sleep your entire body starts to rebel against you.
Sleep is an active state and your body is carrying on important work when you finally close
those eyes.

BOOST TECHNIQUE #8 - COLD SHOWERS
Most of us live climate controlled lives. We have central heating and central air
conditioning.
We walk out of our climate-controlled houses and into our climate controlled garages to
get into our cars. We fire up the heat or the air conditioning before we even put the car
into gear.
We have so much technology that keeps us from feeling or even experiencing weather. We
don't live in cities under domes yet, but we might as well.
The average person spends over ninety percent of their time indoors. They spend just
minutes a day being touched be nature. Usually running from a building to their car
parked down the street.
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All of this climate control has worked to slow down our metabolisms. Just because a
temperature is comfortable, that doesn't mean that it's good for your body.
The male body was designed for a colder environment than the female body. You should
start and end every day with a cold shower. This cold shower should last at least ten
minutes and you want it as cold as you can take it.
You may have heard that a cold shower is a great way to slow down a raging libido. In
reality cold showers cause a spike in testosterone, so instead of dampening your passion, a
cold shower will increase it.
There is a myth that exposure to cold water can get you sick. This only happens with
extended exposure.
If you put your feet in ice-cold water for a long time, you can give yourself a cold, but this
technique lasts only ten minutes at most. That is not nearly long enough to get you sick.

There is no risk of hypothermia. It takes about thirty minutes completely submerged in
ice water to cause hypothermia when you start at room temperature.
This technique is not the same as falling through the ice in a lake in the dead of winter.
We will only apply cold just long enough to trigger a testosterone reaction. There is no
time for hypothermia to set in.
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The cold directly affects your endocrine system and the key hormone that we want to talk
about is leptin. If read the section on leptin earlier in this guide, then you know that
leptin is the hormone that your body sends to your brain to let it know that you are full.
That it is time to stop eating.
Often when we have damaged our metabolisms, that signal doesn't arrive. Your brain has
turned of leptin receptors. This inability to feel full is why many of us overeat and end up
overweight.
On a deeper levelleptin is basically the supply clerk for your body. When the supply of
burnable fat in your body is low it sends out a request to your brain for more supplies.
That signal makes you feel hungry. When the stores are hungry, our little supply clerk tells
your brain to stop sending fat, the warehouse is full, but in our brains the phone is off the
hook.
Nobody is answering the phone and that means that we just keep eating. Our ability to
regulate fat is broken.
The problem for overweight people is that when they try to exercise the body responds by
hoarding all the current fat supplies. That phone is still off the hook and now the supply
clerks doesn't know if he can order more energy when he needs it.
This broken down communication means that exercising can actually increase your fat
stores. Your body will slow down your metabolism in response to exercise when you are
leptin resistant.
Imagine that you have a chef in a big kitchen making soup. His job is to make sure that the
big soup pot is always full.
When we start exercising like crazy, it doesn't help. It's like putting a hole in the bottom
of the soup bowl. He starts making more and more soup faster and faster trying to keep it
filled. We get the opposite of our desired result.
In order to lose weight while your metabolism is slowing down, you basically have to go to
war. You don't have to eat fewer calories than you burn. You actually have to eat even less
calories that your body can respond to by slowing the metabolism.
It becomes a war of epic proportions. The question to ask is why does your body want to
stay overweight? Why is it fighting against all your efforts to become lean and healthier?
Why doesn't your body work with you to lose all that weight?
It all boils down to something very simple - leptin resistance.
The problem has nothing to do with the leptin itself. Imagine for a moment that you are
the leptin receptor.
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You sit in an office in the brain and your job is to tell the body if it should eat more or
less. You wait for a call from that supply clerk and then you respond based on how much
fat he tells you is in the stores, but here's where the problem develops.
The supply clerk calls you every five minutes to tell you to stop eating. You start going
crazy. He starts calling every minute. The moment you pick up the phone he's shouting to
stop eating.
The second you place the phone back on the cradle, it is already ringing. It is the
nightmare of the telemarketer.
How many calls from telemarketers in one night before you unplug your phone? Take the
battery out of your cell phone?
Metaphorically, that's what happens. The leptin receptors have taken the phone off the
hook. They now ignore all messages about fat regulation. They are just so glad that the
phone isn't ringing anymore.
I'm sure you are asking what all this has to do with cold showers and testosterone by now.
Cold resets the phones in the cell receptor's office. It reboots the sensitivity of your leptin
receptors. They will start working properly again.
Repairing your leptin receptors means it is
possible to start burning that fat away again.
Suddenly diets and exercise actually become
super effective instead of
counter-productive.
Then there's cold-stress.
The right kind of stress makes you stronger.
When you go to the gym and lift heavy
weights, that is a type of stress. Your body
responds by getting stronger. That's exactly
how your body responds to cold exposure.
Exposure to cold also strengthens your
immune system. It toughens you up in the
best way possible. Remember that cold
exposure increases white blood cell
production.
Yes, you can get sick if you dip all the way
into hypothermia, but there is a huge
difference between cold exposure and
hypothermia.
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Studies have shown that just swimming in cold water actually raises your internal level of
antioxidants. Cold makes your stronger. It's like ringing the bell that danger is coming.
All the troops of your immune system are training extra hard and more troops are being
called in from the reserves. Cold exposure will keep you from getting ill as much.
There are so many reasons to take a cold shower. In this technique you want to take two
showers a day. One in the morning and one in the evening. Each shower should last about
ten minutes. The angle of your shower head will cause a great deal of this cold water to
hit your upper back, right where you want it to.
One of the great side benefits of cold showers it that they alleviate depression. There
have been multiple studies on this. A nice brisk, cold shower will put you into a great
mood.
Often depression causes us to overeat. So fighting that dangerous, negative emotion is a
good thing.
Regularly taking cold showers stimulates the production of white blood cells. This
strengthens your immune system. That means your liver can spend a lot more time burning
fat instead of fighting disease.
Cold showers have many direct and immediate health benefits. The first thing that your
body does when exposed to a cold shower is start to constrict the blood vessels. It pulls
your blood vessels away from the skin to slow down how much of the heat is sucked out of
your blood.
This tightening of the blood vessels causes a short-term spike in blood pressure. This
increases how fast your blood is traveling through the body and spikes your metabolism.
Your body starts storing more of your blood in key organs, increasing their efficiency. Now
your liver and other metabolic organs have more blood to work with and can burn fat even
faster.
Cold showers cause a particular type of stress on the body. Any time we experience
extreme heat or extreme cold our bodies have to adapt. This type of stress in short bursts
is very good because it makes our bodies work without having to go to the gym.

SPECIAL TIP:
If you start off with a warm shower and wash your hair and neck you start off really
feeling nice. Then slowly bring down the temperature of the water until it gets as cold as
your shower allows.
Don't let the cold water run through your hair. That's what gives you that strong feeling
of cold and might make your teeth chatter. You get the same great effects without the
discomfort. You really only need to target the cold water at the top of your shoulders.
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Eventually you will become a master of cold showers and you can take the blast of cold
right to your hair. It's ok to work up to this. But by the time you are ready it will feel like
it's no big deal.

15 Benefits of Cold Showers:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Build stronger will power
Improve emotional resilience
Reduce stress
Increase alertness
Improve your skin and hair
Stimulate weight loss
Increase testosterone
Boost fertility

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Improve circulation
Improve immunity
Drain your lymphatic system
Speed up muscle recovery
Improve your skin and hair
Relieve depression
Wake you up in the morning
Help you fall asleep at night

All of these benefits should help you overcome that natural desire to avoid the
uncomfortableness of a cold shower. As you know by now, erectly dysfunction is often
caused by a hardening of the blood vessels in the belly. Bad circulation is one of the main
culprits of ED and cold showers target that exact issue.
Extensive studies have shown that the male body reacts to cold by boosting testosterone.
This technique is so effective that Russian weightlifters sit out in the cold before
competitions.
Actually that's not quite correct. This was a big practice more than twenty years ago
when they were called Soviet weightlifters. The practice started when the trainers would
make the lifters jump in the snow as punishment for missing a lift.
The guys who were "punished" the most ended up recovering faster and achieving more.
Soon the entire team was out there jumping around in the snow.
These guys were on to something, as they became some of the strongest men in the
world. That snow caused a massive spike in testosterone and you can achieve the exact
same thing by starting and ending your day with a quick cold shower.
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BOOST TECHNIQUE #9 - SAY GOODBYE TO SUGAR
Sugar is not good for you. One of the most interesting stories of political corruption
involves the sugar lobby and the "food pyramid."
About thirty years ago the food pyramid put out by the US government recommended that
you avoid sugar. You shouldn't eat ANY.
Over time a series of "donations" let to a shift moving sugar from a banned item to
something that is recommend in larger and larger quantities. If you try and look up the
food pyramid now they got caught doing that and have replaced it with a food "plate."
It's kind of embarrassing that the government can't get their heads out of their butts long
enough to choose the shape they want to go with. Expect to see a food square come out in
the next few years. Or maybe a food trapezoid.
The long and the short of it is that when you put sugar into your body it immediately
causes a spike in insulin. I'm talking within minutes. If you wanted to see what I'm talking
about, grab a diabetic monitor. The one that just requires a quick finger prick to test your
blood. You will see a spike happen within five minute of putting sugar into your mouth.
That is not a good thing. Personally I like rocking in the bedroom a lot more than I like
eating a piece of chocolate cake. So that's my decision calculus. The only reason to put
sugar into your body is that it feels good. Eating sugar leads to insulin resistance, which is
a major cause of low testosterone. Stop eating sugar and your taste buds will reset.
For me a glass of berry juice with no added sugars
is shockingly sweet. I can't even imagine eating a
piece of candy anymore. I think my body would
react violently to so much sugar at once.
You can reset your body and that is exactly what
you want to do. Removing artificial sweetness from
your diet will allow you to actually appreciate
things that are good for you.
The only source of sugars in your diet should be
fruits. Those are fructose, which is natural. You
want to avoid sucrose, which is the white sugar
that comes from sugar cane.
Until a few hundred years ago we didn't really have massive access to sugar so it was
more of a treat. Now you can easily have sugar in every single one of your meals.
You know sugar is bad for you but let's look at the science of it all. In a recent study they
found that giving a man a sugary drink could cause his testosterone levels to drop as much
as twenty-five percent for the next two hours.
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That's a long time to lose so much of your raw masculine power. That's like Samson having
his hair cut off! Sugar affects your testosterone so quickly. You don't have to wait hours or
days for an effect, because it happens within minutes.
During this study 15% of the men had their testosterone lowered so much by a single
sugary drink that a doctor would have prescribed them hormone replacement therapy
immediately.
Don't let your body become a cash factory for big corporations - buying sugary drinks that
destroy your testosterone and then paying hand over fist for testosterone injections that
you don't actually need.
You want to try all of our booster techniques for at least two weeks before you let a
doctor stick a needle in you to inject something you may not need. You analyze your
testosterone levels, follow our powerful boost techniques for two weeks, and then test
again to see how effective they are before you start trying HRT.

BOOST TECHNIQUE #10 - EAT YOUR BROCCOLI
Broccoli is a cruciferous vegetable. It contains 13(, which I have mentioned earlier is a
great way to remove estrogen from your system. This is a phytochemical that hits estrogen
right where it hurts. There is a type of estrogen that blocks or shuts down your
testosterone production.
If you don't get enough of your green vegetables this can happen to you. When you eat a
lot of broccoli it attacks this bad estrogen, helps to restore the lost testosterone
production and will improve the overall balance of your endocrine system.
Broccoli is also very high in zinc. I have mentioned this elsewhere in the guide, but in case
you missed it, it is worth explaining again. Zinc is one of the minerals that you see
mentioned on the side of every box of cereal, because it is an essential dietary mineral.
Without zinc your entire body's machinery would grind to a halt.
You use zinc to break down food and
other nutrients, to keep your immune
system humming along properly, for
crucial cell division, and even with other
enzymes to build proteins. Zinc can be
found in certain foods like broccoli, but if
for some reason you just can't choke
down that green goodness, you can find it
in supplements and even in some cold
medications.
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When your body doesn't have enough zinc your testosterone levels start to dip. Many
modern men are deficient in zinc. When was the last time you voluntarily ate broccoli? I
know a lot of men who stop eating all vegetables as soon as they get away from mom.
While that may feel like a great personal freedom, they are actually killing themselves
slowly. A recent study of meant who added just thirty milligrams of zinc to their daily diet,
saw a nice increase in their levels of free testosterone.
That is the most important form of testosterone because your body can use it
immediately. It is not bound or locked up in unsightly fat.
As long as you are getting enough zinc to meet your daily allowance, you don't need any
more than that. Your body can only use and process a small amount of zinc a day and
broccoli will make sure you have more than enough on hand.
The interaction between zinc and testosterone has been extensively studied, starting with
a landmark study way back in 1996. The started with a group of healthy young men with
normal levels of testosterone.
Those guys stopped their zinc intake for 5 months. By the end of the study their
testosterone levels had been cut in half. At the same time the study took older men with
low testosterone who weren't getting enough zinc and gave them supplements. The older
men were able to double their testosterone levels just by getting enough zinc again.
When you don't get enough zinc in your system, you will have low testosterone. This has
been confirmed in study after study. When you have low zinc and low testosterone, these
can combine to trigger the onset of male menopause. And that's as unpleasant as it
sounds.
Zinc is also an important component in exercise and exercise recovery. It allows your body
to adequately release testosterone and other athletic performance hormones. These
hormones including growth hormone and IGF-1.
Studies have shown that when you have enough zinc the effectiveness of exercise in
generating testosterone is improved. If you are going to put in the effort to hit the gym,
make sure you have enough zinc in your system to get the full benefit of all that sweat.
Zinc deficiency is a lot more common across our society than you might realize and it
affects both genders equally. People slack off on their broccoli and other zinc-loaded
vegetables including:
•

Cooked napa cabbage

•

Sun-dried tomatoes

•

Shiitake mushrooms

•

Palm hearts

•

Wasabi Root

•

Green peas

•

Fireweed sprouts

•

Stir-friend lentil sprouts

•

Lemon grass

•

Raw winged bean tubers
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All of these foods are chock-full of zinc and can get you back to the levels you need for
maximum health and testosterone production. Zinc deficiency can make both men and
women infertile; it also massively increases your risk for developing cancer.
Zinc is a key part of your entire endocrine system. When there isn't enough of this key
building block, your entire hormone system will see a cascade of problems, such as:
•

An increase in estrogen receptors

•

A decrease in androgen receptors

•

The inability to convert androstenedione into testosterone

•

Increased conversion of testosterone into estrogen

•

Increased risk of prostrate cancer

•

Increased risk of breast cancer (even in men)

Prostate cells actually require ten times more zinc than other cells to operate correctly, so
when you are low on zinc they are the first ones to suffer. As soon as a prostate cell
develops cancer it loses the ability to gather zinc. So prostate cancer spreads faster and
faster when you are zinc deficient.
When you head to the doctor to test your testosterone levels you can also measure your
zinc levels. Just ask the doctor to throw in a red blood cell zinc test.
You want to see how much you have specifically in your blood stream, as other tests will
just look at how much zinc you have in your body as a whole. What you really want to
measure is how much available zinc you have.
If you do decide that you need to go the supplement route, avoid zinc supplements that
include calcium. That calcium actually decreases your body's ability to absorb zinc. But
it's much better to get your zinc from vegetables and meat.
Zinc is known to be a key nutrient in the production of testosterone, as it is a building
block in key enzymes in the body. There is a much higher concentration of zinc in your
testicles computer to the rest of your body. Your balls are simply filled with zinc. When
you don't have enough zinc, you don't have enough testosterone.
It important to realize that you can't just keep downing more and more zinc to keep
raising your testosterone levels. Once you reach the normal daily allowance of zinc in your
body, adding more won't have a positive effect on your testosterone levels. Just eat your
broccoli and meats high in zinc and you don't have to think about this one ever again. Your
body knows what to do.
If you eat a diet high in liver, beef, pumpkin seeds and shellfish you won't ever need to
take a zinc supplement. These are all excellent sources of this testosterone-boosting
mineral.
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Let's quickly review why zinc is so amazing, zinc:
•

Is the number one mineral for raising testosterone levels

•

Significantly improves insulin sensitivity and guards against diabetes

•

Protects against prostate problems.

•

Is a powerful aromatase inhibitor making it an extremely effective anti-estrogen

•

Is crucial for the immune system

•

Will help you to train harder without overtraining.

•

Balances copper in the body leading to greater energy levels and
clearer thought processes

•

Maintains insulin function and prevents insulin resistance

•

Deficiency has been shown to cause diabetes

All of these are reasons why zinc is considered an essential mineral. Your body can't
operate properly without zinc, but when you have enough your body gets so many amazing
benefits. I know this is a really long section, but it's such an important part of your
testosterone health and it is so easy to repair.
Many studies have shown a correlation between cirrhosis and low zinc levels. If you are
experiencing any problems with your liver, it's time to get on the zinc train. Zinc can help
to reverse problem in your liver.
Low zinc leads to low testosterone, but what is the science behind it? Let's dig a little
deeper.
Zinc is one of the most common minerals for people to have a deficiency. And even if you
are just a little below what you need, you will see a large drop in your testosterone levels.
Your pituitary gland uses zinc to release luteinizing and follicle stimulating hormones.
These special hormones send the signal to your testes to produce more testosterone.
Without receiving that signal, testosterone production will decline. Your testes will think
that your body has enough testosterone and that is why the pituitary gland isn't ordering
any more.
When your body is low on zinc, there will be a decrease in androgen receptor sites by
forty percent. That's a huge decrease and the only thing worse is that your estrogen
receptor sites will increase at the same time by sixty percent.
That huge shift is why your testosterone dips and your estrogen skyrockets. The problem is
that a slight zinc deficiency reduces the androgen binding sites and all of that unbound
testosterone floats down to the liver where it is converted into estrogen.
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When you have sufficient zinc in your system, it reverses this problem because zinc
actively blocks the conversion of testosterone into estrogen.
When your zinc levels are too low your sex drive will crash, your muscles will start to
shrink, your energy levels will fall through the floor and your body will start to become
fatter.
If you have any of these symptoms, your doctor might jump right to testosterone as the
problem, but maybe it's zinc, the mineral you need to make testosterone. If you go for
HRT and start putting excess testosterone in your system, it might not help if your low
zinc level is the real culprit!
There has been some recent research into the causes prostate problems in men.
Originally DHT (a form of testosterone) was blamed for prostate problems, but now that
thinking has reversed.
It's actually a high level of estrogen that is associated with prostate problems. DHT fights
against estrogen and it needs zinc as its fuel. If you have a diet high in zinc, the odds of
prostate problems drop through the floor.
Zinc is a key component of a vibrant sex drive. When your zinc levels are maxed out you
will feel nice and horny. You will also have much bigger loads when you orgasm.
If you feel like your come isn't impressive enough, then getting your zinc levels back on
top will really cheer you up. If your lady isn't feeling horny, upping her zinc levels should
help get her on board with your new teenage horniness.
It's more important for you as a man, because you lose zinc every time you orgasm. Zinc
is what actually makes your semen white, so if you see a different color coming out of
there that is a big sign that something is wrong. Even though a different color might
seem cool at first, you definitely want white.
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There is a hormone called prolactin. It is wonderful in women but terrible in men. It is a
sex drive killer, but zinc keeps prolactin levels in check.
Zinc also keeps your dopamine levels high. If you have been feeling like you are in a
malaise or a touch of depression, a lack of zinc might be the culprit. When your dopamine
levels are low your mental outlook suffers. You don't feel as much pleasure with life.
Life just isn't as much fun without dopamine. Recent studies have showing that zinc is key
to regulating your dopamine levels.
Even being a little bit deficient can lead to diseases like ADHD. So before you put your son
on those powerful brain pills, try upping his zinc levels first.
Your thyroid also depends on zinc to function correctly. Your thyroid is part of your
endocrine system and more importantly it is part of your metabolic system. Your thyroid
determines your overall metabolic rate.
Basically it determines how hot you run the engines in your body and what type of fuel to
burn. When it gets off of track, you can expect to start gaining weight, and storing more
fat.
Have you ever noticed that when you work out really hard, you are more likely to catch a
cold or other minor infection? This is because your zinc levels dip when you work out
really hard.
Eating enough zinc will prevent you from catching these little illnesses. Your thymus gland
uses zinc to promote the grown of T cells. They are the warriors that fight on behalf of
your body against foreign invaders and infections.
When you have plenty of available zinc in your body, you can actually train harder. This
allows you to get faster results at the gym.
As we get older it can take longer to recover from workouts. Maybe you can't work out
every day anymore like you did as a teenager.
Getting your zinc levels back up will shorten that recovery time significantly. You can work
out as frequently as you like again.
You can actually test your zinc levels at home without having to make a trip to the doctor
or have him open a vein. You want to use a solution of zinc sulphate. There is a form that
you can buy right on Amazon called Zinc Tally and it is designed to test for zinc deficiency.
You just put two teaspoons (around 10 mL if you prefer the metric system) of the solution
in your mouth and wait for ten seconds.
If you taste something immediately then you probably have enough zinc in your diet, but if
you don't taste anything or even if that taste is delayed, then you have a zinc problem.
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If you discover this problem then you need to up your zinc intake right away. You can
perform the test every 1-2 weeks until you get that immediate taste sensation. That is a
lot more convenient than going to the doctor for more and more blood work.
Long story short, eat more meats and vegetables that are high in zinc.

BOOST TECHNIQUE #11 - STOP THE TRANS FATS
It's important to start at the beginning. About twenty years ago people on television start
talking about trans fats and how they are bad for you.
There was never any explanation about what a trans fat even is. I like to know the science
behind the decisions I make with my body, so I want to give you that same knowledge.
Trans fats were discovered over a century ago. Way back in 1901 a chemist named Wilhelm
Norman discovered them. He was a German chemist who found a way to convert cheap
oils into a solid at room temperature. The method he used is called hydrogenation.
If you have ever heard of Crisco, then you know what tub of Crisco looks like then you
know what a trans fat looks like. Nobody looks at a tub of it and thinks, "That is definitely
healthy. "
Plastic is made from crude oil and trans fats are made from vegetable oil in the same way.
So when I look at trans fats I imagine I am eating cheap plastic. Which is fairly accurate.
Normally molecular bonds are formed in a "carbon-carbon" manner. But hydrogenation
turns them into "trans" bonds. The process is based on texture more than anything else. It
creates a bunch of super unhealthy fatty acids, but it is a solid that feels nice. This is how
cheap vegetable oils are hardened.
Basically, when you take a cheap vegetable oil and harden it you end up with a trans fat.
They try to be as sneaky as possible with labels on the sides of box, so you want to look
out for names like:

•

Hydrogenated vegetable oil

•

Partially-hydrogenated vegetable oil

•

Hardened vegetable oil

•

Partially-hardened vegetable oil

•

Or, Margarine.

Those are all fancy names for pure trans fats.
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To understand why trans fats are so bad we need to look at cholesterol first. There are
two main kinds of cholesterol. There is the good kind that is called HDL and there is the
bad kind that is called LDL cholesterol. Trans fats are basically made out of LDL.
Trans fats will cause inflammation throughout the body and more modern day medicine
considers this type of inflammation as a root cause of many illnesses.
There was a recent study in America that showed for every 2% increase in energy you eat
from trans fats there is a 23% jump in your risk for cardiovascular disease.
Trans fats aren't real food. They are a scientific invention that no human at before the
year 1900. Our bodies were not designed to absorb that garbage. We don't have four
stomachs like cows.
If that wasn't enough, there is more research that shows trans fats increase your risk of
cancer. The fact that they kill your testosterone levels should be reason enough to cut
them out of your diet, but if not there is the risk that they will straight up kill you.
There are zero known health benefits to eating trans fats. No one. But there are so many
harmful effects from eating them. They are basically a tasty poison.
For once the government is getting in on the action and the FDA published a press release
demanding the removal of trans fats from the American diet by 2018. Who knows if that
will really happen, but at least they finally said something. It only took then one hundred
and ten years. That's about the pace I expect from the federal government.
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Trans fats lower testosterone levels because they are mainly made from polyunsaturated
fatty acids. That's a pretty long word, so we will just call them PUFAs.
Increased PUFAs have been definitively linked to lowered testosterone levels. They also
lower the good HDL cholesterol, which is one of the building blocks of testosterone. That
inflammation trans fats cause throughout your body increase oxidative stress.
That in turn releases more cortical into your bloodstream. As covered earlier, cortisol is
one of the main enemies of testosterone in your body. This is all confirmed by extensive
studies that show a diet high in trans fats kills testosterone levels and sperm quality.

There are a ton of foods that contain trans fats:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

French fries
Anything fried or battered
Pie and pie crust
Margarine
Shortening
Cake mix and frosting
Pancakes and waffles
Ice cream
Nondairy creamers
Microwave popcorn
Ground beef
Cookies

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Biscuits
Sweet rolls
Breakfast sandwiches
Frozen beverages
Jerky
Crackers
Frozen dinners
Canned chili
Pudding
Fast food
Potato chips
Doughnuts

This list is by no means exhaustive but it should be enough to show you what kind of foods
you want to avoid. The simplest way to avoid them is to only eat things that are real.
Don't eat any food that comes in a box or other container. Just eat meat and vegetables.
That's the simplest and most effective diet that I have ever encountered.
Trying to go around the grocery story reading the side of every package turns into a
nightmare. Every food that has been 'processed" has something in it that you want to
keep out of your body.
Any food that was inside of a factory should never be inside of your body. With a simple
diet of meat and vegetables, you can eat pretty much any recipe found in any cookbook.
That's a really simple way to maintain a healthy diet.
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Or you can try a time travel diet. Just eat foods that were invented before 1900. Pretty
much anything from the past is going to be really good for your body. Scientists and food
conglomerates hadn't figured out how to get poison into good back then.

BOOST TECHNIQUE #12 - EAT GOOD FATS
If we want to maximize our testosterone we need a high fat diet. If you pay attention to
the mainstream media, they will give you a perception that fat in your diet will kill you.
All fats aren't created equal. The media gives us the doom and gloom speech about fats
like the world is about to end.
The discussions can be endless with no results because most people will become confuse
after being bombarded by cholesterol lowering and low fat products. If you don't go along
to get along in society you will seem weird to most people. Fat will make us fat and our
arteries will be clogged by cholesterol is the propaganda being reported on news.
We know obesity and diabetes are of the charts in our society. Maybe the mainstream
media don't have our best interest and have their own agenda.
The mainstream media tells us: eat sugar, carbs, fiber and eat a low fat diet. Throwaway
your manhood, energy and youth.
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It's all lies! Mainstream media doesn't care about you and most diets are targeted at
women. They are designed to increase estrogen. Stay away!
They quantity of dietary fat you eat will determine how you should adjust your diet. This
should actually be a lot higher than you think and you should focus more on the ratio of
different types of fatty acids you eat. Not all fatty acids are created equal!
There are three main categories of fatty acids. PUFAs, MUFAs, and SFAs. These stand for
polyunsaturated fatty acids, monounsaturated fatty acids, and saturated fatty acids.

PUFAs

MUFAs

SFAs

omega fatty-acids (3,6,7,9)

olive oil

red meat

sunflower oil

almond oil

butter

canola oil

avocado oil

coconut oil

soybean oil

hazelnut oil

palm oil

safflower oil

macadamia nut oil

dark chocolate

flaxseed oil

peanut butter, etc.

egg yolks

walnut oil

cheese

margarine

whole milk, etc.

light spreads, etc.

Let's dig into the science of fatty acids and see how they interact with testosterone.
According to recent studies MUFAs and SFAs lead to more testosterone, but PUFAs reduce
testosterone. So we want to eat a higher ratio of these two good fatty acids. Overall you
want a diet high in fats, but try to mostly eat these good fats to get the right balance.
Research into the health of vegetarians and vegans confirm these findings. These people
eat much lower amounts of dietary fat and their ratio leans toward PUFAs. That is why
vegans and vegetarians have much lower levels of testosterone than meat eaters. If you
are a vegetarian, you need to mix up your diet right away. Lack of meat could be the root
cause of all your testosterone problems.
Lower overall fat intake leads to lower levels of testosterone. This has been confirmed in
a host of recent studies.
A really interesting one of these studies gave different diets to two hockey teams. The
guys eating 10% more fat rather than carbs had much higher free testosterone levels. They
also had less of their testosterone bound up to SHBG. Both of these are very good things!
If you want to be really precast try to get 35-40% of your calories from MUFAs and SFAs.
Keep your PUFAs as low as you can.
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You also don't need to worry about dietary fat and heart disease risk. All of those big
claims have been disproven by recent research.
There is pretty much zero correlation between healthy fatty acids and cardiovascular
disease. You can eat a high fat diet that doubles your testosterone levels without affecting
your blood work. You can get on top of your diet and really boost your testosterone
without trying too hard.
Eating more fats means that more of your food will taste amazing.

BOOST TECHNIQUE #13 - KNOW YOUR VITAMINS
We want to talk about a few key vitamins now that you want to ensure are a part of your
diet. We know that if you don't have the correct building blocks, your body can't form
testosterone. So let's make sure we have all of those blocks.

Vitamin A
This name is kind of misleading because Vitamin A is not a single thing; it actually is the
name of a group of vitamins including retinol, retinal, and a bunch of other things your
body needs. Vitamin A is on the list of 24 essential vitamins and minerals. So we know it's
really good for your body as a whole.
Without Vitamin A you would go blind, your immune system would collapse, you would
become sterile, and then your body would no longer be able to absorb dietary fats. But
you probably wouldn't be too busy worrying about that last one as you would be dying
from a collapsed immune system anyways.

Liver

Fish

Carrot juice

Cheese

Sweet potatoes

Squash
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Vitamin A is found in very high levels in testicular cells. In studies, they have found that
when there isn't enough Vitamin A down there, testosterone levels plummet.
Your body uses Vitamin A to make "transferrin." This little guy is the transporter that
takes cholesterol to your factory that turns it into testosterone. Without those delivery
trucks your factory falls behind schedule.
Without Vitamin A you cannot make sperm, so if you want more children you need to start
munching on carrots immediately. Extensive studies show that higher levels of Vitamin A
lead to higher levels of testosterone.
They even studied giving extra Vitamin A to boys who were struggling to start puberty. The
Vitamin A made them taller and grow faster.
You can get all the Vitamin A you need by eating sweet potatoes, carrots or dark leafy
green vegetables. It can also be found in whole milk, eggs, liver, and dairy products.

Vitamin K
Again Vitamin K covers a range of thousands of vitamins, but the two main ones are K1 and
K2. Most of the time when you hear people talking about Vitamin K, they are referring to
K1.
That one is great but for a big testosterone boost we want to take a look at K2, also called
menaquinone. Most people don't even know this vitamin exists, let alone how amazing it
is for your body.

Squash

oliveoif
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K1 can be found in leafy green vegetables, so you are covered there if you follow the
pervious testosterone boosts. K2 reduces the risk of problems with your heart or blood
vessels, increases bone strength and can be found in cheese, egg yolks, butter, fermented
foods and of course, liver.
Humans eat about ten times as much K1 as K2. Animals are really good at converting K1 to
K2 as needed, but studies show that humans aren't nearly as good at that. To get
maximum benefits we need to consume the K2 form of this vitamin.
You know that if I'm talking about a vitamin here it must have something to do with
testosterone and you are correct. For a long time, researchers simply ignored K2.
K1 must have a much better press department, because it gets all the pUblicity while K2 is
left wallowing in the shadows - ignored and under-appreciated. Those researchers
mistakenly believed that ingesting K1 would also take care of all our human needs, but
they were wrong.
In a recent study, Vitamin K2 reduced prostate cancer risk by thirty percent while Vitamin
K1 had no effect.
Another study showed that K2 removes calcium deposits from arteries, lowering the risk of
a circulatory system "event" significantly. Yet, K1 again had no effect on the circulatory
system. It looks like K1 might have been getting a lot of credit for the work of K2.
To get really specific we want to look at two variations of K2, called MK-7 and MK-4. MK-7
is produced in your gut when you eat fermented foods. In Japan they love to eat
fermented beans. They smell terrible, but maybe there is a reason that they are so
healthy after all.
You don't even have to eat MK-7 every day; it's so strong that each dose will last three
days. So twice a week should keep your body in the "zone."
MK-4 is made mostly in your brain and reproductive organs. If you are eating grass-fed
animal meats (and you should be already) then you are getting all the MK-4 your body
needs.
Don't waste your time with grain fed meats, as they don't carry the correct precursors for
this Vitamin K variant. Also, it's not worth the effort of trying to take a supplement
because MK-4 only lasts in the bloodstream about eight hours. It's gone just too quickly.
You would have to take pills three times a day and that's exactly what we are trying to
avoid.
Let's get to the heart of the matter. MK-4 can increase your testosterone levels. Studies
have shown that a steady diet of MK-4 can lead to testosterone increase of seventy
percent in the blood. Even more amazing, there was an increase of ninety percent in the
testes.
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The great thing about K2 is that it stimulates testosterone production directly, bypassing
the brain and the rest of your hormone system. If there are any hiccups in your hormone
signaling system, then K2 might very well be the ideal solution for your body.
Scientists are so crazy sometimes. These same guys next decided to study the effects of
MK-4 on testicular cells sitting in a petri dish. Just a few drops of a solution containing this
form of K2 and the cells started producing more testosterone. K2 works right at the source
and that's a very exciting development.
We know that increasing K2 increases testosterone, but what about a K2 deficiency?
Another study found that a deficiency of K2 led to a massive drop in testosterone. Without
enough K2 your genes can't convert cholesterol into testosterone. As soon as K2 levels
were brought back up to normal, testosterone levels returned to normal.

The jury is still out on K2 because most of the trials were limited to animals or testicular
cells in petri dishes. There is no reason to jump on a K2 supplement, but you should make
sure you are eating foods that contain K2. It is certainly great for your heart and bones.
If you are still struggling to hit your testosterone goals with all of our boosters, then K2
might be just what you need.

Garlic
Vampires hate garlic and that might just be
because it is simply amazing for your body.
Technically, garlic isn't a vitamin but it's just
so awesome for your body. It increases
testosterone levels while pushing down
cortisol levels.
Cortisol is the stress hormone that messes up
your sleep, when you make most of your
testosterone, and actually breaks down
testosterone too. Garlic also tastes pretty
good so it's easy to mix it into your diet.
If you are really paranoid about monster garlic breath, you can take it in supplement
form, but really it's delicious so you should just eat it.

Vitamin C
This is probably the most popular of all the vitamins. It is well researched, well known
and probably the most commonly used supplement in the world.
It's easy to get and it is quite inexpensive. It's also necessary for life. Without Vitamin C
(ascorbic acid) your body would die.
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It's easy to put Vitamin C in a water solution and it works as a powerful antioxidant. When
combined with garlic it produces a monstrous amount of nitric oxide (you need that to
form erections.) These guys pack a serious 1-2 punch.
Vitamin C has the power to heal and rebuild damaged testosterone molecules. When you
take the time to make testosterone, you don't want to lose it to minor injuries.
Vitamin C also boosts the amount of testosterone in your testes. It prevents the cells that
make testosterone from damage and oxidative stress. Vitamin C protects your special
little guys from a host of attackers including:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Alcohol
Noise-stress
Lead
Burns
Cadmium
Antibiotics

•
•
•
•
•
•

Arsenic
PCBs
Aluminum
Alfatoxin
Cadmium
Endosulfan

So we know for sure that Vitamin C helps protect and repair damaged testosterone, but
what about an actual boost? A recent study found that Vitamin C significantly increased
sperm quality, motility, and volume.
There are no studies that confirm Vitamin C actually raises testosterone levels. That
research just isn't there yet, but even if it doesn't Vitamin C is a powerful workhorse. It
will help you to maintain the gains you make from all your other testosterone boosters.
When a person is healthy, they maintain pool of reserve Vitamin C. You want to make sure
that your reserves are always well stocked so be sure to maintain a steady diet of citrus.
We live in a world where there are many oxidative stresses for Vitamin C to fight against everything from processed foods, environmental toxins, and obesity, to sedentary
lifestyles. Vitamin C fights on your said against all of these causes of stress.
On its own, you might not see a huge change in your testosterone levels when you
increase your Vitamin C levels, unless you are under a lot of environmental stress that is
damaging your testosterone, but when combined with garlic or our other testosterone
boosting techniques you will get a super charge in your results and your T levels will
skyrocket.
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BOOST TECHNIQUE #14 - STOP DRINKING
Alcohol is terrible for your body. It is mostly composed of sugar. So right there you have
enough information to cut alcohol from your diet, but it's so much worse than that.
Alcohol is a poison. That's why your body forces you to throw up when you drink too much.
It's forcing the poison out of your body before it kills you. Alcohol is a depressant, which
means that it slows down bodily functions. This slowing down of your systems creates that
lovely feeling of being drunk.
But let's dig right into why alcohol lowers your testosterone. It attacks a specific
coenzyme in your liver and your testes called NAD+ (nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide).
This special coenzyme provides electrons that are used to product androgens, including
testosterone.
When you drink alcohol it removes one of the building blocks your body needs to make
testosterone.
The reason alcohol makes you feel so good is
that it causes your brain to release beta-opioid
endorphins.
Those guys make you feel super relaxed after a
few cocktails. Unfortunately, that amazing
feeling comes at a price. And that price is in
testosterone.
These feel-good endorphins are notorious for
their attacks on the testosterone production
system in your body. Alcohol causes oxidative
stress. Anything that causes oxidative stress
damages testosterone production. You can take
Vitamin C to try and fight against the ravages of
alcohol in your testes.
When you introduce oxidative stress into your body, you are increasing your cortisol levels.
Cortisol is a bad guy that will destroy some of the free testosterone already in circulation,
while reducing the amount of total testosterone in your boys down south.
When you drink regularly it can lead to a massive boost in estrogen levels. All those beers
boost the aromatase enzyme. That enzyme is a really bad guy. He converts your male
sexual energy into female energy but converting testosterone into estrogen.
Study after study confirms that alcohol cuts down on testosterone levels dramatically.
Recent studies have shown that chronic alcohol consumption can reduce your testes by as
much as fifty percent, turning your grapes into dried out raisins.
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Even drinking just a glass and a half of red wine will push down your testosterone level by
seven percent. And right now we need every single percentage point we can get our hands
on.
If you are going to drink, whatever you do, please don't drink beer. Beer is made from
hops, which is already on our list of banned substances. Hops are so powerful that the
women who pick them by hand have massive menstrual problems.
Just getting hops on your skin can mess you up, let alone putting them into your body.
Hops contain a very potent phytoestrogen called 8-Prenylnaringenin. Basically it is the
super soldier of estrogen. You do not want this in your body.
There are a ton of reasons why alcohol is bad for you and only one reason why it's good it makes you feel good. The benefits simply do not outweigh the massive negatives. I don't
want my balls shrinking.

BOOST TECHNIQUE #15 - SUPER FRUITS
Here are NINE amazing super fruits that are guaranteed to pump your body full of the
vitamins and minerals you need to blast your testosterone levels into the stratosphere.
You may notice that seven of them are berries. If you are like most American men, when
you think of fruit you think of an apple or an orange.
Neither of them is on this list. You want to replace your usual fruit consumption with this
list. They are all delicious and sweet so your meals can still taste wonderful.

Watermelon

Bananas

Raspberries

Blueberries

Blackberries

Cranberries
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Strawberries

Gooseberries

Raspberries

These fruits contain powerful antioxidants that will help to fight against inflammation and
keep those testosterone factories cranking overtime. They are all high in Vitamin C, which
we have discussed extensively.
Basically, some fruits taste really good while doing very little for your body. But these
fruits are the Special Forces. When designing your new diet just put them onto the list.
Maybe you haven't even heard of all these types of berries before, but that's ok. Today is
the start of a new day for you.
I find it helpful to have a list of foods that I can and should be eating. Just having a list of
what you are not allowed to eat is both stressful and annoying. You are not a child and I
don't want you to feel like one.

BOOST TECHNIQUE #16 - SUPER MEATS
When it comes to meat, almost all of it is really good for you. The main thing you want to
start with is food that has been grass-fed. The alternative is meat that was raised on
grains.
Grass is alive when the animal eats it and this changes the composition of the meat
dramatically. Most grains fed to animals have been through a factory.
We want to avoid any food that has been in a factory, even indirectly. Processed foods
decrease the nutritional value and can massively effect how your body processes the
meat. Instead of looking for different boxes as a source of flavor, consider these different
meats:
•

Beef

•

Mutton

•

Rabbit

•

Chicken

•

Partridge

•

Turkey

•

Crab

•

Pheasant

•

Veal

•

Duck

•

Pork

•

Venison

•

Lamb

•

Quail

•

Wild Boar
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This is a pretty extensive list of excellent and delicious meats that you may not have
considered recently. Most of us end up eating the same meat over and over again. We eat
cow or chicken every single night. The flavors get boring so we have to put more sauces
on them to keep us interested.
Mixing up your meat sources will allow you to stick to a simple diet of only eating real
food without getting bored of the flavors.

BOOST TECHNIQUE #17 - SUPER VEGETABLES
Here are twenty-eight awesome vegetables to add to your list of approved foods. Each of
these is excellent for pumping your body full of testosterone boosting vitamins and
minerals.
I bet you haven't even heard of half of these vegetables. These days it's easy to find
nearly all of them in your local grocery store year round.
You might be one of those guys that really struggles with finding vegetables that you don't
hate. I get that. It took me a long time to become a vegetable guy.
Personally my favorite vegetable is spinach. I absolutely hated it as a kid, but as an adult I
could put it into every single meal I eat.
We find what we like by experimentation. I know that you need a wide selection of flavors
to work with to find things that you really like.
You might work your way through this list and hate nearly everything, but by the end if
you find a couple of these super vegetables that you actually enjoy. That will make
altering your diet a lot easier.
I don't want you to feel like your diet is shrinking, because it isn't. We are simply
removing foods that have been on the inside of a factory.
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Pretty much everything else is fine to eat. You should feel like your world is opening up
because all of these new amazing foods are coming your way.
You can start grabbing recipes online that mix super foods from our three categories and
try something new every night for the next month. The idea here is to get your body
chemistry back on track.
One of the three most likely causes of testosterone deficiency is bad diet. If you aren't
getting enough of the vitamins and minerals we have discussed in this book, then you
don't need to start getting testosterone shots.
Fixing your diet can fix your entire testosterone problem in a matter of weeks. You can be
back on top and feeling like a teenage athlete just by adjusting your diet.

Horseradish

Collard Greens

Kohlrabi

Land Cress

Ethiopian Mustard

Kale

Chinese Broccoli

Cabbage

Brussels Sprouts

Broccoflower

Broccoli Romanesco
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Komatsuna

Mizuna

Kale

Rutabaga

Mustard Seeds

Tatsoi

Arugula

Field pepperweed

Maca

Radish Daikon

Wasabi

Bok Choy
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Asparagus

Watercress

Spinach
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BOOST TECHNIQUE #18 - PLASTIC
Let's talk a little about the world we live in. Massive corporations have convinced us that
we need to get water from little plastic bottles. Thirty years ago it would have seemed
insane that we could convince the general population to pay for something that we can
easily get for free from any tap or hose.
Most public water supplies in the west are potable. You can drink it all day long with zero
side effects (except for increasing levels of estrogen in the water table from all the
women on birth control).
Now though, we think that public water is like poison, but is getting water from a bottle
really better for you? Or is that all hype?
The first group of chemicals we want to talk about are called phthlates. These are used to
make plastic flexible. Without them plastic would be much harder, like the plastic used in
pipes.
Phthlates have been the culprit behind boys starting puberty late. That's right - drinking
water from bottles all the time can cause your son to start puberty late. They also cause
lowered testosterone and other problems.
It's not just bottles of water you have to watch out for - most juices and drinks you grab
at the gas station come in these types of bottles.
The second chemical used to make those
lovely bottles is BPA (Bisphenol A), which has
been link to high levels of estrogen and
depressed levels of testosterone. This
chemical can also mess up the start of
puberty.
A ton of the chemicals used to create plastics
are called xenoestrogens. That means they are
a foreign substance that mimics the behavior
and effects of estrogen in the body. The list of
chemicals with this dastardly behavior is quite
long. Simply put, plastic is terrible for your
masculinity.
Remember earlier I talked about how trans fats are made similar to the process of making
plastics? Now you know why both of these things are not good for you to get into your
body.
Studies have shown that even when we were in the room phthlates could hurt us.
Mother's with higher levels of phthlates have sons with lower levels of testosterone, even
when these sons are tested two years later.
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Another study went right to the source. It studied men who worked at a factory
manufacturing BPA and men at a plant manufacturing tap water. The tap water workers
were the real men at the end of the study.
They crushed the BPA workers when it came to testosterone, especial in the free
testosterone category. Free testosterone is the best kind.
BPA also causes sexual dysfunction in men. It causes problems in the chain reaction that
leads to the production of testosterone while increasing aromatase - which converts
testosterone into estrogen.
Let's talk about the bottles themselves. You might be thinking that none of this matters
because you don't eat that plastic bottle. You certainly don't melt it down and try to drink
it.
The problem is that plastic bottles aren't made as well as you think. That water inside
there is no longer pure H20. Instead, all of these chemicals leak out of the bottle and into
your water.
Extensive studies have found that water in plastic bottles contain more harmful chemicals
than water from the taps in major cities. Also, don't be misled by the pictures of
mountains and rivers on that bottle.
Most of the time bottle water is just tap water put into a toxic plastic bottle. Check the
back of the label and you might just find the phrase "drawn from city waters" in very
small script on the bottom.
In studies of bottled water by a myriad of manufacturers, scientists found that the
majority of the samples caused an estrogen-like response.
There was a study of over four hundred common plastic products. Before being touched by
a consumer, over seventy percent of the products had that same estrogen-like behavior.
When introduced to real world conditions that number jumped to ninety-five percent.
There are a few simple actions you want to take right now. Don't let plastic get into your
personal food chain.
Don't drink from plastic bottles and don't cook food on plastic plates. Try to separate
plastic from what you eat. And yes, the straws you are drinking sodas from fast food
places are made from plastic. Just another reason not to eat in the car.
One final caveat, just because a plastic claims to be BPA-free does not mean it's good for
your body. Many of the hundreds of plastics in that study were from the "BPA-free"
category and they all mimicked the behavior of estrogen.
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Whew! Okay, so I know that was a ton of information to slog through, but it was
important that you not only have a number of different methods to naturally raise your T
levels, but also to understand the science and the thinking behind these various
strategies.
Take a day or two to mull over what you've just read, then go back and read it again,
more slowly this time, and as you come across a strategy that you really identify with and
really think will give you big testosterone gains, start implementing those strategies first.
Give them a couple weeks and see how you feel. Pay close attention to the changes you
feel in your body. If you're not completely satisfied with the results, add some additional
strategies to the mix until you are.
Remember, you don't necessarily have to implement all of these, but the more strategies
you employ, the larger the total increase in your T level you will experience.
Where the lifestyle changes are concerned, again, you don't have to give up drinking or
sugar, or any of the other things we mentioned, but the more of that stuff you keep in
your life, the harder it is going to be to see significant change.
You have taken a powerful and important first step. You now have all the information you
need to start seeing a significant, all natural, completely safe, and most importantly,
permanent increase in your T level. I'm super excited for you, and I can't wait to hear
about the success you have with this program.
As your T levels increase, I'd love it if you drop me a note via email and share your
success stories with me. Those are emails I never get tired of reading, and it helps me to
better understand which strategies are working most powerfully for our members.
Best of luck to you, and I'm looking forward to hearing your story!
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